Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
Part 5

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 06:25 PM

Thread: CELESTIAL TRUTH new thread with just recent mostly hazel pieces for last minute study
by those interested. requesting pin help for those who can. NIP
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 06:41 PM

Hey NIP(or Candace is it?), I'm Adroit. This
I honestly couldn't agree more with OP's concept. Although its not the money thats the problem its
our enduring enslavement to the materialistic paradigm that we lovingly embrace as a society and
civilization. We love our "things", our useless shit that won't accompany us in the next plane nor
help us get there. We are slaves to our own belief systems and capitalistic, consumer based,
thought processes/mind programs. The truth is that the money we so desperatley desire is also
the figurative double deadbolt lock on our cages and the bars of the cell itself. Unbeknownst to the
general slave population we are the slave drivers and masters pushing our minds and bodies to
the brink of incapacitation and/or insanity, locking ourselves in our own prisons every night, with
the locks on the INSIDE of the doors facing us, & the keys around our necks; literally hanging us
with fear of the unknown and uncertaintity in the result of necessary change.
Simply put money should only be a means of exchange.
The dollar bill does not say In God We Trust because we put our undying faith in God. No, it says
In God We Trust as in In Money We Trust, i.e. money is your God. Just look at a dollar, read the
print, and see how you feel. Do you feel as if you are proclaiming something about the money or
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your faith?
In a world where having stuff to show off so that you can attract a "mate"(woman) etc. isn't
paramount and the physical, emotional, psychological, and spiritual(not religious) state and status
of the people IS(paramount), peace reigns. In a world based in this mindset, with the stasis of the
people being of the utmost importance, peace reigns over all lands; for the friction caused by
turmoil in the human psyche has been thwarted and all the basic needs of said human are met.
This type of society works because there is no question of whether or not we have enough
resources it works on a system of DEMAND & SUPPLY. We have space which=food and an
abundance of water on our planet that literally CANNOT escape our atmosphere=limitless supply,
therefore the only question ever asked is how much is needed; and the the needs are met with the
supplys(resources) that we have available to the the collective WHOLE.
The rest of the everyday B.S. that has been rooted in our culture as a people and planet are just
luxuaries.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1646427

is my reply to your World Without Money thread. I'm really interested in your view of how things
are going here on Earth and elsewhere in the superverse(?). I'll peruse this thread for info and do
my own research, but I actually wanted to communicate with you about some personal
experiences as well if possible. My email's public so if you get a chance....
Quoting: Adroit Luminary

It's either NIP or Candace, Candace is my name, obviously NIP is an abbreviation of my user
name, long story behind that one, not worth repeating. But NIP works fine, seems almost like a
2nd name now. Glad to meet you!
I have had too much email, and forget to tend it anyway, so just post here. Maybe tonight I can
spend a bit more time on this thread. I wanted to add some comments way above, in my
teachings about Johan's comments, just stuff is just together. I might do that first. Going to make
my soy milk and back and forth to computer, I don't want to throw out another batch of soaked
beans. Only going to do part of them and freeze the rest for later. Don't feel like doing 1.5 gallons
tonight but miss it in my coffee and chai tea. have a pinned thread to watch a bit.
andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/22/2011 09:13 PM
Candace Thank You for all that you have done. Many do not know the service you have given to
mankind in putting out the messages. Kind of felt things are winding down when the coompany I
was working for went out of business this past Friday.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
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12/22/2011 09:38 PM
When we went off milk right after Fukushima for a while (now we've given up and are back on, but
trying to get it from cows on the US east coast rather than west, for less fallout) we did baking with
coconut milk. Get the first pressing, it's full of the good fat / grease / whatever you call that tasty
stuff. It works well for that.
I don't remember any more, but maybe it worked OK in tea too.
I think we never tried soy milk because most soybeans are GM these days and soy seems to have
bad health effects, probably as a result of that. I read on Natural News some reports of bad effects
of soy.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/22/2011 09:45 PM
I had a sort of image while lying in bed last night, I used to have them but not so much the past
couple of years, so I enjoyed this. It's electric and energizing, and I have learned to sustain it for a
while, then I usually fall into a good sleep.
But this "movie" gave the impression that I'm leaving at least some of my family, and that things
black out in the middle of activity, driving a car in this case. Does the stasis affect everyone at
about the same time in a given area? I recall reading that it goes around the earth like a sunrise
(or maybe more appropriately, sunset) meaning that everyone in my local area would be affected
at the same time, but this vision didn't seem like that, I think it implied that I would be going before
some others in my family.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/22/2011 09:48 PM
By the way, in the "movie" I was driving a car, but it was slowly on a fairly deserted side road or
maybe even a dirt road with no other cars around. So it wouldn't cause my car out of control to hit
anything important.
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/22/2011 10:05 PM

help me help others, help me understand.
3:33
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7488077

i judge myself, i see the game now, but the work it took just to grasp a small smidgen of truth has
been exhausting.
if anything, i would welcome a stasis just to be put to sleep.
i do not want to stay or be a part of the other line.
tell me about saturn.
tell me about the m*tatron.
elaborate about the court structure and rules of this particular universe.
please and thank you.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7488077

Somewhere you mentioned that we would be evacuated to ships
you elaborate a little on that also, please?
Quoting: DOK

in "soul groupings". Would

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
United States
12/23/2011 06:03 PM
Thread: CELESTIAL TRUTH (Page 2)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1450740
Australia
12/23/2011 10:20 PM
Still no stasis...
Ozark
User ID: 1171760
United States
12/24/2011 02:03 AM
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Sending love y'alls way~~~
peace
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 02:03 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Esu Comments on Stasis
By Jess Anthony
Dec 26, 2011

12-24-11
Esu, comments?
Jess, let's talk. Now is the time. We have begun the preparations to start stasis, but it is not ready
to activate yet. That moment has not been determined precisely, but everything is in position and
can move into action when required. There is a rest mode before the action starts in earnest.
We can speak about the logistics, because I know you are curious. Perhaps others are too. The
ships are moving into place to cover an arc of 180 degrees. This allows the ships to move in
parallel and work their way around the complete circle of the Earth. The width of the beam they
will use is about a degree of longitude. This focus is not a problem, because they can change
positions quickly. It only takes a few minutes to trigger a stasis condition in one place. As was said
in other situations, the frequency of the beamed energy causes the vibration that activates the cell
to be transformed into a frequency that matches the one being beamed. This new frequency is not
compatible with the range of frequencies that make up the structure of your physical existence
currently. Once this frequency changes, your individual energy frequency moves into a place that
has no interaction with where it came from.
This disconnect from current existence frequencies creates the illusion of you being paused. Once
you are paused, so to speak, we can maneuver your energy with our range of energy frequencies.
We can move you around easily and quickly, if we need to. Energy is fast moving, as you know.
We can disassemble and reassemble you with no difficulties.
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The notion that you will be beamed up to the ship is more an energy exchange than physical
lifting, as you probably imagine it to be. Remember your physical body here is just energy at a
specific range of frequencies. You have the belief that it is solid, but it actually is just energy
moving. Energy carries information archives and these are used to create your individual definition
of identity. You have a template that you build to experience various interactions with other energy
patterns. This appears as if you are physically in contact with another person.
We can control the frequencies of your energy packets, so your perception of yourself is the result
of what you agree to work within. You also have input into the ongoing shape of your embodiment,
and the experiences you undertake influence the body you imagine you inhabit. Your
surroundings are determined by you and your perceptions of what you think you should
experience. Your reality is what you determine it to be, based on an unlimited number of paths
you can take. In the larger sense, reality is all of those options. Once you make a choice, the other
options remain options, although you have not followed that path. In your individual situation, no
other options exist once you have made a choice. The range of options exists for your next
choice, however.
The timeframe is difficult to describe. Once a segment of the globe goes into stasis, time stops at
that point. Midnight, for instance, is always midnight because there is no later time to measure it
against. In that way, stasis can be imposed in a way that seems almost instantaneous. The
explanation doesn't seem logical, I realize, but remember that "time" is an artificial measurement
you have constructed to gauge your existence linearly.
Esu, let's go back to the timing. How long will it take in terms of our time measurements? We were
told it would be 24 hours, starting in the Far East. Is this still valid?
The time frame is different now. We have more precisely focused beams that can move more
quickly than what we told you earlier. We expect to move through the transition in a matter of your
minutes. That doesn't seem possible you argue. We can stop your time even before it registers on
your perception. The passage of time is flexible and is dependent on the energy involved with the
frequency.
I don't have much more to say. This transition will be very quick when it happens. You won't know
it is happening until you wake up. We promise you that. There is no way to prepare for it beyond
being accepting and at rest.
Once you wake up, you will find many things have changed. You will be changed, as well, and
many of your global problems will be alleviated. There is no way that man alone could tackle
some of the critical issues that are facing the planet. We don't want these to reach the point they
could. It would be very difficult to resolve the crises that would then result.
This stasis is an intervention of sorts to allow Gaia to prepare for the configuration that is
necessary. As part of that, many of the toxic situations will be removed by us. This will entail
physical changes and destruction of much that man has constructed. That is unavoidable because
many of the templates used cannot be acclimated to a higher energy frequency. Stable structures
in the third dimension are not so reliable in the fourth or higher. We have to set everything up
properly for your true ascension.
I say "we" but man is also a part of this restructuring. Just as the initial creation was coordinated
by those with understanding of human DNA and the physical structures that would be needed to
activate this range of energy, so can this re-configuring be started by galactic brothers with the
intention of allowing man to continue with what has been started. There should be no feeling of
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condescension in acknowledging that knowledge and expertise is specialized in different areas.
Experts coordinate and lead others to follow in sure pathways. Education and experience are
constant, and new information is always being discovered.
I would read other posts and messages and plan accordingly. Adequate information has been
provided and Christ Michael Aton's intentions are clear. A galactic timetable is working, and the
process for stasis could begin at any moment. There is not more that I can tell you now. You will
know when the time is called.
Esu

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
firmament
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/24/2011 08:15 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Esu Comments on Stasis
By Jess Anthony
Dec 26, 2011

12-24-11
Esu, comments?
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Jess, let's talk. Now is the time. We have begun the preparations to start stasis, but it is not ready
to activate yet. That moment has not been determined precisely, but everything is in position and
can move into action when required. There is a rest mode before the action starts in earnest.
We can speak about the logistics, because I know you are curious. Perhaps others are too. The
ships are moving into place to cover an arc of 180 degrees. This allows the ships to move in
parallel and work their way around the complete circle of the Earth. The width of the beam they
will use is about a degree of longitude. This focus is not a problem, because they can change
positions quickly. It only takes a few minutes to trigger a stasis condition in one place. As was said
in other situations, the frequency of the beamed energy causes the vibration that activates the cell
to be transformed into a frequency that matches the one being beamed. This new frequency is not
compatible with the range of frequencies that make up the structure of your physical existence
currently. Once this frequency changes, your individual energy frequency moves into a place that
has no interaction with where it came from.
This disconnect from current existence frequencies creates the illusion of you being paused. Once
you are paused, so to speak, we can maneuver your energy with our range of energy frequencies.
We can move you around easily and quickly, if we need to. Energy is fast moving, as you know.
We can disassemble and reassemble you with no difficulties.
The notion that you will be beamed up to the ship is more an energy exchange than physical
lifting, as you probably imagine it to be. Remember your physical body here is just energy at a
specific range of frequencies. You have the belief that it is solid, but it actually is just energy
moving. Energy carries information archives and these are used to create your individual definition
of identity. You have a template that you build to experience various interactions with other energy
patterns. This appears as if you are physically in contact with another person.
We can control the frequencies of your energy packets, so your perception of yourself is the result
of what you agree to work within. You also have input into the ongoing shape of your embodiment,
and the experiences you undertake influence the body you imagine you inhabit. Your
surroundings are determined by you and your perceptions of what you think you should
experience. Your reality is what you determine it to be, based on an unlimited number of paths
you can take. In the larger sense, reality is all of those options. Once you make a choice, the other
options remain options, although you have not followed that path. In your individual situation, no
other options exist once you have made a choice. The range of options exists for your next
choice, however.
The timeframe is difficult to describe. Once a segment of the globe goes into stasis, time stops at
that point. Midnight, for instance, is always midnight because there is no later time to measure it
against. In that way, stasis can be imposed in a way that seems almost instantaneous. The
explanation doesn't seem logical, I realize, but remember that "time" is an artificial measurement
you have constructed to gauge your existence linearly.
Esu, let's go back to the timing. How long will it take in terms of our time measurements? We were
told it would be 24 hours, starting in the Far East. Is this still valid?
The time frame is different now. We have more precisely focused beams that can move more
quickly than what we told you earlier. We expect to move through the transition in a matter of your
minutes. That doesn't seem possible you argue. We can stop your time even before it registers on
your perception. The passage of time is flexible and is dependent on the energy involved with the
frequency.
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I don't have much more to say. This transition will be very quick when it happens. You won't know
it is happening until you wake up. We promise you that. There is no way to prepare for it beyond
being accepting and at rest.
Once you wake up, you will find many things have changed. You will be changed, as well, and
many of your global problems will be alleviated. There is no way that man alone could tackle
some of the critical issues that are facing the planet. We don't want these to reach the point they
could. It would be very difficult to resolve the crises that would then result.
This stasis is an intervention of sorts to allow Gaia to prepare for the configuration that is
necessary. As part of that, many of the toxic situations will be removed by us. This will entail
physical changes and destruction of much that man has constructed. That is unavoidable because
many of the templates used cannot be acclimated to a higher energy frequency. Stable structures
in the third dimension are not so reliable in the fourth or higher. We have to set everything up
properly for your true ascension.
I say "we" but man is also a part of this restructuring. Just as the initial creation was coordinated
by those with understanding of human DNA and the physical structures that would be needed to
activate this range of energy, so can this re-configuring be started by galactic brothers with the
intention of allowing man to continue with what has been started. There should be no feeling of
condescension in acknowledging that knowledge and expertise is specialized in different areas.
Experts coordinate and lead others to follow in sure pathways. Education and experience are
constant, and new information is always being discovered.
I would read other posts and messages and plan accordingly. Adequate information has been
provided and Christ Michael Aton's intentions are clear. A galactic timetable is working, and the
process for stasis could begin at any moment. There is not more that I can tell you now. You will
know when the time is called.
Esu

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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GOD BLESS
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/25/2011 11:47 PM

Just letting you know I had family stuff and was away this weekend, but I am back now. and to a
post I removed, the target is the END of the year, Christmas was the long shot, but the attack on
Iran did not occur which would have forced the plan by Christmas. We are now over 24 hrs past

the planned attack time, people got their Christmas.

MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]

AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.
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[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Being Mindful
User ID: 1351464
United States
12/27/2011 07:38 PM

Feeling alot of energies today, after my evening meditation I popped up with this headache. Im so

ready!!!
`
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1371780
United States
12/27/2011 07:56 PM
Stasis? LOL
Picture this if you will, Someone throws a switch and everyone goes to sleep. I would imagine
those in planes, cars and trains are dead.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7821598
Canada
12/27/2011 08:36 PM
Stasis? LOL
Picture this if you will, Someone throws a switch and everyone goes to sleep. I would imagine
those in planes, cars and trains are dead.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1371780

Dealing with people in compromising situations isn't much of a problem for those who have the
technical expertise to pull this off. Just because you can't figure this out doesn't mean others can't.
IS-BE
User ID: 6788562
United States
12/27/2011 08:37 PM
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Feeling alot of energies today, after my evening meditation I popped up with this headache. Im so

ready!!!
Quoting: Being Mindful

I am ready too!!
In UTAH
User ID: 7491240
United States
12/27/2011 08:48 PM
Hi NIP,
I just started reading this thread and I've known what you are about. I am someone who never
posts but the other day I tried to post something to you and the thread was deleted.
On Christmas night I couldn't sleep (which is weird because I always go to bed at 10 and sleep
great) and found myself laying in bed until almost 3:30 and my eye was directed to a light, which
looked like a star, outside the skylight in the roof. I didn't go to sleep until almost 5am with has
never happened before. My ears rang a few times!
This light which looked like a star was dancing around in the sky. It was moving in such a manner
that someone may not notice unless you were looking at it. It did this for over an hour and I have
seen this exact same thing on 2 other occasions. One of these times, I was very young camping
and the other was this year right after the New Year. I even tried to convince myself it wasn't
happening. None of the other stars in the sky were doing it and I was lining it up with objects to
check myself.
After the experience earlier this year I felt very close with nature and my wife blew it off as a
"manic" episode. I didn't buy it. I am 33 years old, college educated, super stable, and no history
of mental illness.
This is a hard thing because there is nobody to ask without them thinking I am crazy....
....and I know I am not.
Any input would be appreciated. I am located in Utah.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7491240
United States
12/27/2011 08:52 PM
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Hi NIP,
I just started reading this thread and I've known what you are about. I am someone who never
posts but the other day I tried to post something to you and the thread was deleted.
On Christmas night I couldn't sleep (which is weird because I always go to bed at 10 and sleep
great) and found myself laying in bed until almost 3:30 and my eye was directed to a light, which
looked like a star, outside the skylight in the roof. I didn't go to sleep until almost 5am with has
never happened before. My ears rang a few times!
This light which looked like a star was dancing around in the sky. It was moving in such a manner
that someone may not notice unless you were looking at it. It did this for over an hour and I have
seen this exact same thing on 2 other occasions. One of these times, I was very young camping
and the other was this year right after the New Year. I even tried to convince myself it wasn't
happening. None of the other stars in the sky were doing it and I was lining it up with objects to
check myself.
After the experience earlier this year I felt very close with nature and my wife blew it off as a
"manic" episode. I didn't buy it. I am 33 years old, college educated, super stable, and no history
of mental illness.
This is a hard thing because there is nobody to ask without them thinking I am crazy....
....and I know I am not.
Any input would be appreciated. I am located in Utah.
Quoting: In UTAH 7491240

Since the experience at the beginning of the year, I have been VERY open to things what I would
have previously thought were "wild" crazy science fiction.
theSearchingJones
User ID: 7804665
United States
12/27/2011 09:03 PM

Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/27/2011 09:54 PM

I just came inside 1/2 hour ago and see this is pinned. I will check it out for a bit now. I have been
busy with "holiday" stuff which is why I have not checked nor posted. I did not take my computer
when me when I went to daughters house on purpose and did not borrow one of their computers.

Once in awhile I need some time completely away.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 09:57 PM

Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

well, the attack planned around 18 utc on Christmas EVE, on Iran was averted, making Christmas
possible. Hope you enjoyed it. It is preferred it not happen under emergency circumstances. Had
that happened, the US of A was going to receive some very serious karma.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/27/2011 09:59 PM
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Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones
The thing is Jones: When stasis happens, then the game is over........are you sure you want to
rush into THAT?
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/27/2011 10:11 PM
Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

well, the attack planned around 18 utc on Christmas EVE, on Iran was averted, making Christmas
possible. Hope you enjoyed it. It is preferred it not happen under emergency circumstances. Had
that happened, the US of A was going to receive some very serious karma.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

IMHO, I'm glad that it didn't happen before Christmas.
We attended family and friend gatherings that were just beautiful. There was so much love and
everyone was very uplifted.
We hosted a gathering at our home on Saturday evening that was comprised mostly of folks with
no where else to go.
The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
So folks, why not hold off on the disparaging remarks till at least Sunday.
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IF you are still here that is...........

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1507484
United States
12/27/2011 10:15 PM
Amber orbs in groups of 6 to 12 have been reported all over the world. I noticed them on
christmas night in eastern mo.There has been a thread about this and its all over you tube. Does
this have anything to do with upcoming events.
Namaste-shadasonic
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 10:19 PM

Stasis? LOL
Picture this if you will, Someone throws a switch and everyone goes to sleep. I would imagine
those in planes, cars and trains are dead.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1371780

they weren't when the planet was in stasis for a week in 1992 when we entered the photon belt.
Because people were unprepared their would have been massiv temporary blindness, which
could have been permanent in many people. Animals know how to handle such because they
have their own "spirit of truth", within the genetic mind that informs them. Man would have shit his
pants and then some. So unconnected is he. We have no history of planes cars and trains doing
anything of interest at that time. We have been very short term ministasis since then of up to two
day and you all seem fine, so case closed on that one.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1445041
Canada
12/27/2011 10:21 PM
NIP
Is there going to be a stasis before January 1, 2012?
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ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/27/2011 10:22 PM

The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
I really don't know what CM has planned for everyone........but MY Teachers have suggested,
aside from an emergency condition, that they would probably not make an appearance before
2013! :(
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3520513
United States
12/27/2011 10:25 PM
Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

God loves his children more than parents lover theirs on this planet. It is not easy to abandon his
dark children so he keeps giving them chances. I am very tired of this world and want things
change quick, but I think the dark ones are our brothers too, so I tell myself to be patient... It is so
hard to continue on with life, but I trust God knows what to do Good-for-All of his children. (sigh!)
BWG
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:13 PM
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Ok The Searching Jones asked this question in my cage rattling thread, and I choose to answer it
here:

God Bless you, NiP
What's going to happen to your credibility when 01/01/2012 rolls around and (again) nothing has
happened? another excuse?

Well, that will be up to each individual reader and I am not concerned about it personally. The
reason is this. You see, I go by this motto which is something that awake people should also
adopt. It would make life on planets like this, where you are in some many situations where others
try to control you.
What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY business, is what I think of
MYSELF.
I found this above in one of the Phoenix Journals, and the owner of that statement is Michael of
Nebadon. IT is perhaps the most profound statement I have ever seen on this planet and it brings
ME great strength. Obviously Hatonn/CM/ATON had quite a reason to use it in REFERENCE to
HIMSELF at the time. He was picked on just like I am here on GLP and other forums I have been
on. Not one iota of difference. Everything ones have said in a non supportive way to me, has been
also heard by CM, Esu, Germain and all other others who have been public. And every Avatar
who comes to any of the many races and cultures on the world experiences the same. It is not
that we come to "tune it out". We do not, I do not in fact, for it will set me to thinking in many
cases, the "crap" as I call it. It inspires me in fact to do better. But to do better, I MUST STILL
STAND IN MY OWN INTEGRITY.
Now you see, somebody in such as position as CM, cannot let derision or the doubt of others
affect his work and decisions as the Creator Son of Nebadon. Thus he did NOT allow even what
Lucifer and his followers tried to play.
You ones here, many of you, are in training for high management roles in the future creation and
even now. CM is already putting Ascending Sons into management, having two SYSTEM HEADS
that are Ascending Sons, at this time. Lucifer was a System Head. And System Heads manage up
to 1000 planets. An awesome task. And you must adopt the very same statement above. YOU
MUST. And in doing so, you will state it often, and assess how YOU think of yourself.
The people of this world must learn Integrity, and you in management training roles, MUST learn
to rise above the derision and NOT LET IT BOTHER YOU ONE WHIT. You can add commentary
to your equation, in how you handle it, but you do not let it over control you, EVER, if you wish to
be a part of all of this YOU ARE PREPARING FOR.
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And it is not just what YOU might be preparing for, but its the BEST WAY TO SHOW the WAY on
this planet. I ask how many of each of you here, has let others influence YOU because they GOT
TO YOUR SENSE of SELF ESTEEM? Very powerful tool of manipulative people, is it not? How
many times in your life have YOU BACKED DOWN TO "save face" in some way, or to toss what
was important right out the window, and late really kicked your rear for it?
This is a planet to develop souls into a state of SOVEREIGNTY. Until the great majority of people
have become SOVEREIGN, we cannot be put on the Galactic Internet. Those of you familiar with
James of Wingmakers, read something about that.

THIS IS THE WAY YOU MUST SHOW. ESU SHOWED EXACTLY THE SAME WAY WHEN HE
WAS HERE. THAT WAS HIS TEST ON THE CROSS, THE NOT CLIMBING OFF OF IT. NOT
MATTER THE DERISION. AND BY NOT CLIMBING OFF THAT CROSS, I MEAN NOT ONLY
SAVING HIMSELF FROM BEING HUNG, BUT ALSO WALKING HIS KNOWING AND STICKING
TO IT.
Each of you, at some point are going to be heavily tested on this concept as part of your learning
and your service. And your deep knowing of who you are. It matters not one whit, its matters not
any sort of Jack shit, YOU ARE DIVINE, and YOU STAND IN IT.
So here it is again: What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY
business, is what I think of MYSELF.

Now, that begs the question, how do I feel about myself, if stasis does not manifest by midnight on
December 31? I feel fine with it. I have come the long journey. What I REALLY WANT, is no stasis
until later. Or at worst case, mini stasis with the removal of the thugs, but you see, I remain
hopeful certain Thugs WILL COME AROUND. For the Father wishes that NONE BE LOST. And
since I am myself in training to become a Creator Son, I wish for exactly the same thing.
You have seen my signature file, about the Brotherhood of man that has not happened. It says I
GRIEVE. And indeed I do, because in my heart, I want every single soul on this planet, good, bad,
or ugly, to hear the message before the doors are closed. I don't think its going to happen though.
Now some of you are aware of the recent message put out by the telepath i will not name, about
the PAPERs that should be signed. SOME DID SIGN, but at this time I am not consciously
informed if ENOUGH that are powerful enough to persuade the others, signed. But you see
beloveds, IF THEY in these Final hours were enough to CONVINCE enough others to participate
in the greatest ever developed form this world, something is going to change and I await that in
my heart.
There are council meetings as I speak, over this last week and I have been to some and others I
carry passworded files in my mind yet to open, because I did spend some family time, and some
friends time and some looking and watching and resting time. I made myself spend 30 hours OFF
the COMPUTER, which I needed.
I WANt EVERY PERSON ON THIS PLANET TO HEAR THE TRUTH before the necessary
cleansing begins. I would not loose a single one. Stasis is a big deal and its a big threat to the
dark. Some might just choose to save their souls. We have to have some stasis, its only the case
of when.
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I hear the big wave frequently. I know its not being modified as much as the last several laps have
been. That it might still be modified some is possible. It has been up to the "elites" of this world,
because we cannot have the big dream without their support.
Now, how do I feel about ME. JUST FINE, for I KNOW WHAT I DO, I STAND TALL. I KNOW I
HAVE RUN THIS PORTION of MY LIFE ETERNAL the BEST I COULD DO. You see, I don't look
at "failures" any more as "failures" because I KNOW THEY ARE NOTHING MORE THAN
OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE the JOURNEY IN GREATER GLORY.
I KNOW I DID NOT MAKE ANY ERROR in TAKING THIS JOURNEY, the ERROR WOULD HAVE
BEEN IN ALLOWING PEOPLE TO DERIDE ME AND BE SUCCESSFUL IN DRIVING ME AWAY.
THEY HAVE NOT. I KNOW WHO I WORK WITH WITHOUT ANY DOUBT AND I KNOW MY
PURPOSE. WE HAD TOO MANY WHO HAVE WALKED FROM THE PHOENIX JOURNAL
PROJECT. WE HAVE HAD TOO MANY WALK FROM THE TEACHING MISSION AROUND THE
URANTIA FOUNDATION. WE HAVE HAD SEVERAL PLACED IN MANAGEMENT IN AH, WHO
WALKED WHEN IT GOT TO THEM. THEY TOOK THE EASY WAY OUT. I WILL NOT.
NOW EACH OF YOU, GO WITHIN, LOOK AT WHY YOU ARE HERE, AND MAKE THAT
STATEMENT ABOVE TO YOURSELF. WHO ARE YOU AND WILL YOU STAND IN WHO YOU
ARE? TO REACH THE TOP, YOU MUST DEVELOP THE KIND OF SELF ESTEEM YOU NEED.
YOU CAN BE WRONG, YOU CAN MAKE ERRORS, BUT WILL YOU STAND IN YOUR DIVINITY
ANYWAY? AND SEE THEM FOR WHAT THEY ARE? SIMPLY THEY SHOW YOU WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW. I THOUGHT ONCE THIS LIFE WAS A FAILURE. AS I MOVED INTO THIS
ROLE MORE AND MORE, I REALIZED ALL THOSE "FAILURES", ALLOWED ME TO
UNDERSTAND THIS WORLD. AND I AM BLESSED FOR THEM.
MY DEVELOPING ABUNDANTHOPE, NO MATTER WHAT THE CELESTIALS MORE WISE
THAN ME, DECIDE AS TO THE WHEN OF STASIS, WAS NEVER A MISTAKE, IT HAS BEEN
THE MOST AWESOME OF JOURNEYS. AND I HAVE NO SHAME, AND I HAVE LEARNED
OVER ALL OF THIS TO HAVE NO SHAME. ITS ALL LESSONS. I WILL CONTINUE TO RUN
THE JOURNEY.
It is possible it will be delayed some, that again is MY HOPE. But we must have the cooperation of
the Elite to move forward. And my Love to GAIA is also important, and she herself continues,
despite HER depression, to want every incarnated soul on this world to move forward. They can't
all stay at this time, but if they get some truth before they are moved to other planets, and adopted
by other planetary Mothers, so much the better for her Sisters out there.
I want people to have the opportunity to MOVE of their own accord and choosing. If that cannot
happen on my "shift" then I will accept the decisions of those who know more than me, who are
longer involved in management.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7828944
Mexico
12/27/2011 11:15 PM
The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
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I really don't know what CM has planned for everyone........but MY Teachers have suggested,
aside from an emergency condition, that they would probably not make an appearance before
2013! :(
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I´m confused, are you with the OP on the end of the year date or not?, aren´t you both on the
same team or group?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/27/2011 11:20 PM
look, id like evvidence of the afterlife and/or aliens, could you comply with a request?
perhaps send some bored alien or spirit my way, thanks.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:22 PM

look, id like evvidence of the afterlife and/or aliens, could you comply with a request?
perhaps send some bored alien or spirit my way, thanks.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

I don't comply with such requests, you are the only one to make such for yourself. The universal
rule is ask and you shall receive, but be careful what you ask for.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1360138
United States
12/27/2011 11:22 PM
Still no stasis...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1450740

tomorrow >>> its always tomorrow(~)
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Quoting: theSearchingJones

well, the attack planned around 18 utc on Christmas EVE, on Iran was averted, making Christmas
possible. Hope you enjoyed it. It is preferred it not happen under emergency circumstances. Had
that happened, the US of A was going to receive some very serious karma.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

IMHO, I'm glad that it didn't happen before Christmas.
We attended family and friend gatherings that were just beautiful. There was so much love and
everyone was very uplifted.
We hosted a gathering at our home on Saturday evening that was comprised mostly of folks with
no where else to go.
The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
So folks, why not hold off on the disparaging remarks till at least Sunday.
IF you are still here that is...........

Quoting: (:-DeeZe

We will be here. Here is the thing so many souls put this incarnation into the 2011/2012 time loop
for something big to happen. Nothing will happen. That is the ultimate lesson for us. It will be an
opportunity for many of us to literally grow up on a soul level, energy level whatever you want to
call it. We will start to realize a lot of things about ourselves and these supposed teachers/masters
and gods. I understand both sides of this game okay I have great empathy I have believed and
disbelieved and have finally come to this understanding. The world will really begin for us when
we can come out of this cocoon of manipulation not only by ourselves but by beings we gave our
power to in hopes of an illusion of something better on this level of reality.
Ignore me okay but put these words close to your heart so you have something when the great
nothing happens and you are heartbroken.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/27/2011 11:23 PM
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The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
I really don't know what CM has planned for everyone........but MY Teachers have suggested,
aside from an emergency condition, that they would probably not make an appearance before
2013! :(
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I´m confused, are you with the OP on the end of the year date or not?, aren´t you both on the
same team or group?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7828944
You don't understand.......NiP isn't predicting an end date, she is predicting "possibilities".......it is
up to you one's to see the opportunity that is being presented before you!
You have a window of opportunity here........what will you do with it?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:25 PM

The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
I really don't know what CM has planned for everyone........but MY Teachers have suggested,
aside from an emergency condition, that they would probably not make an appearance before
2013! :(
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I´m confused, are you with the OP on the end of the year date or not?, aren´t you both on the
same team or group?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7828944

OBE is a friend. He runs his own life and stands in his own shoes. He is not required to agree with
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me. One thing for sure, IS, this world IS NOT READY FOR THEM TO APPEAR, not matter any
date suggested, not even in 2013, maybe not even a hundred years or more, as it goes now. We
must, if it is to occur at all, have full honest cooperation with the elite, or enough of them, and that
is pending at this time. See my above long post.
Understand that IF the THUGS/ELITE answered sufficiently to the PAPERS and had any success
with their piers, it might be delayed a bit, again as to what I talked about, but I don't think that is
going to happen. If there is short delays based on the logistics of the event I would not have a
problem. If there is a reason it will not happen right by whichever of the 24 hours it is midnight on
January 31, there will come an explanation. I for the time being desire and its right to do, to not
speculate a lot on it, because I am in trust of the situation. I have taken a more complex journey
that you who would judge it have, in that regard. I know more of the issues that have been
considered that we cannot cover publicly. But it is surely good news there will be no suffering
brought about over an attack on Iran. There is success in that and all of you get some time, be it a
day or several to do the pondering I wished you to do when I put up the Celestial thread.
Every DAY is the DAY OF THE LORD. Make it so in your life.

ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/27/2011 11:38 PM
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OBE is a friend.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
We are indeed friends.........and we allow each other our own perspectives, even if they don't
always match at times! :)
But mostly we see things pretty much in agreement! :)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:41 PM

The messages from CM and company have clearly stated that stasis would take place BEFORE
years end.
According to my calendar, 2011 ends midnight this coming Saturday.
Quoting: (:-DeeZe
I really don't know what CM has planned for everyone........but MY Teachers have suggested,
aside from an emergency condition, that they would probably not make an appearance before
2013! :(
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

I´m confused, are you with the OP on the end of the year date or not?, aren´t you both on the
same team or group?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7828944
You don't understand.......NiP isn't predicting an end date, she is predicting "possibilities".......it is
up to you one's to see the opportunity that is being presented before you!
You have a window of opportunity here........what will you do with it?
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

OBE, I am NOT PREDICTING possibilities, I can't fully predict it. There are always variables,
always. God waves not one single wand. I put out what we have decided I put out, ditto those very
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talented folks on my team that assist with the messages, particularly the intense ones.
You have all, by watching this process, whether you have been here only weeks, or for the whole
show since we became public on January 31, 2005, have seen the constant flow and go that must
happen. You have been witness to the process of decision making. You have been introduced to
many of the decision makers of the higher realms, which include Papa Source himself, that is how
important this planet is. Imagine, that a fragment of First Source is within YOU, and you can call
the Father PAPA in the first place.
When I first started with with Esu and did not yet have a website and worked by email, a lot of
email, up to 100 a day, people would tell me that this made ESU, seem like a best friend neighbor
next door and some liked that and some felt it was irreponsible, because they see the Gods,
Hierarchy, as unreachable. We have made these ones REACHABLE. Man, despite his ignorance,
IS NOT SEPARATE from GOD. For God is found right within him and yet he cannot see that. God
must stand up there on a pedestal. We have shown he IS approachable, all that is GOD.
As to a little story I told here in one of my threads recently, when I found out that Hatonn, was
Christ Michael returned through using a body that can be appreciated on this world, I was
STUNNED. You see, he had become my BUDDY. That is how approachable the CREATOR SON
IS. He even flew over my house before I knew who he was, in a little silver craft. That was election
day in this country, in November 2004. That same month, I experienced also, just the day before
thanksgiving a murder attempt on me to shut this down before we even got started. It did not
work. I recovered and the decision was made to go forth, and we birthed the organization more
officially with the first piece on Jan. 31, 2005

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:46 PM

look, id like evvidence of the afterlife and/or aliens, could you comply with a request?
perhaps send some bored alien or spirit my way, thanks.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

let me make another reply to this. You can see craft every clear night. Stars do not change color
while you watch. Proof enough on aliens, I would say. As to the afterlife, you don't need proof.

YOU EXIST. Therefore there IS an afterlife. Ponder that one.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1395875
United States
12/27/2011 11:54 PM
Someone once said there's a fine line between letting the lowly paid cashier at the toll both know
she's an appreciated human being and making the driver in line behind you wait any longer than
necessary.
If any of this story of stasis is true, it would seem an extreme amount of patience is being
extended to the THUGS.
But perhaps it's all just entertainment to help us get through the long night of eternity. In which
case, I say kudos.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/27/2011 11:57 PM

Someone once said there's a fine line between letting the lowly paid cashier at the toll both know
she's an appreciated human being and making the driver in line behind you wait any longer than
necessary.
If any of this story of stasis is true, it would seem an extreme amount of patience is being
extended to the THUGS.
But perhaps it's all just entertainment to help us get through the long night of eternity. In which
case, I say kudos.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1395875

there is patience extended to them, a lot. And for good reason. Its the right thing to do within the
parameters. But even more so IS THE PATIENCE EXTENDED JOHN DOE ORDINARY
SON/DAUGHTER OF GOD IN THAT HE MIGHT WAKE UP TO THE DIVINITY WITHIN and move
up a grade or two in "school."

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7830998
United States
12/28/2011 12:10 AM
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I've been warned about these times by our elders. I've read and heard their words and have
ignored much of what you say up until today. I didn't do it because I spite you instead I was just
interested in other topics at the time.
Tell me NIP if I hold tight to mother earth and chose to live thru her changes. If I ignore your
warnings and others warnings to leave on ships when things get tough what will happen to me?
Did you leave your planet when she was going thru a "rough patch?"
Thanks ahead of time
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7830395
Vietnam
12/28/2011 12:12 AM
Cool thread.
Can you comment on astral awakening? Whats the purpose for me to start to see hints of life
beyond my physical body by interacting with the conscious energies in the astral?
Is the astral the same as the super worlds you speak of? I see all sorts of craft there but haven't
mastered control of my light bodies yet.
I wish I could just meet the higher beings without all the allegorical stuff. I'm trying to be lucid and
strip all my inner emotional projections away from the dream so that it's nothing but fabric
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3584341

the astral plane is not super worlds, it is associated with earth. there are 3 basic levels. the lowest
astral "hells" so to speak. Then the "mid astral" of 7 levels. That has been moved out to the moon,
because the souls in it could be damaged by nuclear explosions. Also it makes it impossible for
them to interact with earth folks right now which is a good thing, since many of them are not very
mature yet. Astral realms are "Mental" so to speak, created by use of mind out of astral "matter."
the highest astral realm around earth, is occupied only by extremely advanced spiritual beings
who are teachers and the like. These ones vibrate at a level which nuclear energy does not affect.
So they are still here. We don't care about the lowest astral, that doesn't survive earth changes
and the like anyway. It is regularly cleaned out as folks enter it who are not suitable to move
forward and are seeking uncreation anyway.
The "super worlds" are actual WORLDS. Varying in Density but actual worlds. Even the highest of
them, the 1 billion in the central universe of Havona, have steams and lakes and air on them. All
beings LIVE ON spheres of some sort. The astral realms must be connected to a sphere which is
why the mid astral was moved to the moon.
you are awakening because of DNA changes and your guides. This is not astral in nature. You
don't interact with the mid astral, but you might with the high astral though. Most of you being
awakened are star seeds and associated with craft here. These craft can be anywhere from "non
physical" to fully physical. Some can change their energies, some cannot. We have to have purely
physical craft for the purpose of evacuating earth should that be necessary, earth human form
requires physical craft. As to evacuation many you are being prepared to handle either a levitation
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beam, or dematerialization.
This image is the levitation beam method. Ordinary
darker man cannot board craft, the body would "fry". The soul will board still though, but the effort
is to get man off the planet in his current form.
Many of you are being awakened at this late date, mostly to help people board the craft if it should
become necessary. time is very limited if an axis shift or similar stuff should occur. there is even
less time in nuclear holocaust and most people have to leave by dematerialization in that case
and that has not been the best option for these rathe low bodies, but dematerialization will pick up
the light soul even the body doesn't go.
It says in the bible folks will prophesy, that is because of the hooking up of the junk DNA some of
that is natural, because of the energies we are in, others are being assisted in that because of
their roles here at this time. Huge reason people are visiting craft at night in fact, a big hurry up
going on.

The folks I work with are on craft and or reside in the inner earth Nebadon headquarters in the
Himalayans under roughly Nepal. This is behind the stories you may have heard about craft often
seen in that area by folks in that region.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How close am I to joining you alongside with my brothers and sisters? Because a few days ago I
dreamt of entering a portal, it was like the game Pinball, I was the ball, and everything around me
was colors shifting/dancing in geometric shapes.
I was close to what I believe was the goal, but the darker force interrupted my process by
accessing my mind and played memories from the past.
I remember how I entered the portal as well, because I didn't fall asleep but was fully conscious
before the state entering/in the portal.
I remember I had physical pains throughout and I wasn't strong enough and gave up to the darker
forces and went to deep sleep...
The physical pain didn't scare me, but it felt like I was struggling, and I didn't like the struggle
because I like fun.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 12:27 AM
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Cool thread.
Can you comment on astral awakening? Whats the purpose for me to start to see hints of life
beyond my physical body by interacting with the conscious energies in the astral?
Is the astral the same as the super worlds you speak of? I see all sorts of craft there but haven't
mastered control of my light bodies yet.
I wish I could just meet the higher beings without all the allegorical stuff. I'm trying to be lucid and
strip all my inner emotional projections away from the dream so that it's nothing but fabric
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3584341

the astral plane is not super worlds, it is associated with earth. there are 3 basic levels. the lowest
astral "hells" so to speak. Then the "mid astral" of 7 levels. That has been moved out to the moon,
because the souls in it could be damaged by nuclear explosions. Also it makes it impossible for
them to interact with earth folks right now which is a good thing, since many of them are not very
mature yet. Astral realms are "Mental" so to speak, created by use of mind out of astral "matter."
the highest astral realm around earth, is occupied only by extremely advanced spiritual beings
who are teachers and the like. These ones vibrate at a level which nuclear energy does not affect.
So they are still here. We don't care about the lowest astral, that doesn't survive earth changes
and the like anyway. It is regularly cleaned out as folks enter it who are not suitable to move
forward and are seeking uncreation anyway.
The "super worlds" are actual WORLDS. Varying in Density but actual worlds. Even the highest of
them, the 1 billion in the central universe of Havona, have steams and lakes and air on them. All
beings LIVE ON spheres of some sort. The astral realms must be connected to a sphere which is
why the mid astral was moved to the moon.
you are awakening because of DNA changes and your guides. This is not astral in nature. You
don't interact with the mid astral, but you might with the high astral though. Most of you being
awakened are star seeds and associated with craft here. These craft can be anywhere from "non
physical" to fully physical. Some can change their energies, some cannot. We have to have purely
physical craft for the purpose of evacuating earth should that be necessary, earth human form
requires physical craft. As to evacuation many you are being prepared to handle either a levitation

beam, or dematerialization.
This image is the levitation beam method. Ordinary
darker man cannot board craft, the body would "fry". The soul will board still though, but the effort
is to get man off the planet in his current form.
Many of you are being awakened at this late date, mostly to help people board the craft if it should
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become necessary. time is very limited if an axis shift or similar stuff should occur. there is even
less time in nuclear holocaust and most people have to leave by dematerialization in that case
and that has not been the best option for these rathe low bodies, but dematerialization will pick up
the light soul even the body doesn't go.
It says in the bible folks will prophesy, that is because of the hooking up of the junk DNA some of
that is natural, because of the energies we are in, others are being assisted in that because of
their roles here at this time. Huge reason people are visiting craft at night in fact, a big hurry up
going on.

The folks I work with are on craft and or reside in the inner earth Nebadon headquarters in the
Himalayans under roughly Nepal. This is behind the stories you may have heard about craft often
seen in that area by folks in that region.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How close am I to joining you alongside with my brothers and sisters? Because a few days ago I
dreamt of entering a portal, it was like the game Pinball, I was the ball, and everything around me
was colors shifting/dancing in geometric shapes.
I was close to what I believe was the goal, but the darker force interrupted my process by
accessing my mind and played memories from the past.
I remember how I entered the portal as well, because I didn't fall asleep but was fully conscious
before the state entering/in the portal.
I remember I had physical pains throughout and I wasn't strong enough and gave up to the darker
forces and went to deep sleep...
The physical pain didn't scare me, but it felt like I was struggling, and I didn't like the struggle
because I like fun.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830395

All like fun. Its godly, but depends on its use. I think you had a very valuable experience though.
continue to study it as it relates to you. If you entered the portal, you entered the portal, I don't
think the dark stopped you after your went thru it, they have no power on that one. I would actually
think on trying to read thru this, that part of your maybe not being strong enough may have well be
a past life. If you entered the portal, you were successful despite the apparent confusion.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 12:34 AM
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I've been warned about these times by our elders. I've read and heard their words and have
ignored much of what you say up until today. I didn't do it because I spite you instead I was just
interested in other topics at the time.
Tell me NIP if I hold tight to mother earth and chose to live thru her changes. If I ignore your
warnings and others warnings to leave on ships when things get tough what will happen to me?
Did you leave your planet when she was going thru a "rough patch?"
Thanks ahead of time
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830998

because the plan is to evacuate AFTER stasis starts, NOT an issue for you, either the boarding,
or living thru her changes. So many ARE confused which is why at this point the stasis is the
option of choice. There would be so many who would not board, nor are they capable of surviving
the changes.
If you were interested in other topics, nothing wrong with that. Some people, its not time, or you
know enough inside you did not need it.
My last planet which I went to move my energies down partway by becoming accustomed to
regular planetary life, was Myrua, which was high 7d 400 years ago and is now early 8d and
doesn't not experience rough patches. I am very sure i have left planets in rough patches. Boy I
sure do have a lot of wondrous and less than wondrous past life memories.
I am a volunteer to this world, by choice. Until I went to Myrua I lived on Paradise. I still do
technically. Its forever my home, no matter whence I travel.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 12:35 AM
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I am now going to move some of my posts alone with link to my website, my readers should have
some of this tonight. Then I hit the sack, but hopefully will have a bit of energy left to load the
dishwasher, its pilling high out there.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/28/2011 12:53 AM
I am now going to move some of my posts alone with link to my website, my readers should have
some of this tonight. Then I hit the sack, but hopefully will have a bit of energy left to load the
dishwasher, its pilling high out there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip, how do I know if ill go up in a ship?
am i to be left to die if i dont understand whats goin on?
waaaa, dont leave me.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7830395
Vietnam
12/28/2011 12:53 AM
Cool thread.
Can you comment on astral awakening? Whats the purpose for me to start to see hints of life
beyond my physical body by interacting with the conscious energies in the astral?
Is the astral the same as the super worlds you speak of? I see all sorts of craft there but haven't
mastered control of my light bodies yet.
I wish I could just meet the higher beings without all the allegorical stuff. I'm trying to be lucid and
strip all my inner emotional projections away from the dream so that it's nothing but fabric
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3584341

the astral plane is not super worlds, it is associated with earth. there are 3 basic levels. the lowest
astral "hells" so to speak. Then the "mid astral" of 7 levels. That has been moved out to the moon,
because the souls in it could be damaged by nuclear explosions. Also it makes it impossible for
them to interact with earth folks right now which is a good thing, since many of them are not very
mature yet. Astral realms are "Mental" so to speak, created by use of mind out of astral "matter."
the highest astral realm around earth, is occupied only by extremely advanced spiritual beings
who are teachers and the like. These ones vibrate at a level which nuclear energy does not affect.
So they are still here. We don't care about the lowest astral, that doesn't survive earth changes
and the like anyway. It is regularly cleaned out as folks enter it who are not suitable to move
forward and are seeking uncreation anyway.
The "super worlds" are actual WORLDS. Varying in Density but actual worlds. Even the highest of
them, the 1 billion in the central universe of Havona, have steams and lakes and air on them. All
beings LIVE ON spheres of some sort. The astral realms must be connected to a sphere which is
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why the mid astral was moved to the moon.
you are awakening because of DNA changes and your guides. This is not astral in nature. You
don't interact with the mid astral, but you might with the high astral though. Most of you being
awakened are star seeds and associated with craft here. These craft can be anywhere from "non
physical" to fully physical. Some can change their energies, some cannot. We have to have purely
physical craft for the purpose of evacuating earth should that be necessary, earth human form
requires physical craft. As to evacuation many you are being prepared to handle either a levitation

beam, or dematerialization.
This image is the levitation beam method. Ordinary
darker man cannot board craft, the body would "fry". The soul will board still though, but the effort
is to get man off the planet in his current form.
Many of you are being awakened at this late date, mostly to help people board the craft if it should
become necessary. time is very limited if an axis shift or similar stuff should occur. there is even
less time in nuclear holocaust and most people have to leave by dematerialization in that case
and that has not been the best option for these rathe low bodies, but dematerialization will pick up
the light soul even the body doesn't go.
It says in the bible folks will prophesy, that is because of the hooking up of the junk DNA some of
that is natural, because of the energies we are in, others are being assisted in that because of
their roles here at this time. Huge reason people are visiting craft at night in fact, a big hurry up
going on.

The folks I work with are on craft and or reside in the inner earth Nebadon headquarters in the
Himalayans under roughly Nepal. This is behind the stories you may have heard about craft often
seen in that area by folks in that region.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How close am I to joining you alongside with my brothers and sisters? Because a few days ago I
dreamt of entering a portal, it was like the game Pinball, I was the ball, and everything around me
was colors shifting/dancing in geometric shapes.
I was close to what I believe was the goal, but the darker force interrupted my process by
accessing my mind and played memories from the past.
I remember how I entered the portal as well, because I didn't fall asleep but was fully conscious
before the state entering/in the portal.
I remember I had physical pains throughout and I wasn't strong enough and gave up to the darker
forces and went to deep sleep...
The physical pain didn't scare me, but it felt like I was struggling, and I didn't like the struggle
because I like fun.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830395

All like fun. Its godly, but depends on its use. I think you had a very valuable experience though.
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continue to study it as it relates to you. If you entered the portal, you entered the portal, I don't
think the dark stopped you after your went thru it, they have no power on that one. I would actually
think on trying to read thru this, that part of your maybe not being strong enough may have well be
a past life. If you entered the portal, you were successful despite the apparent confusion.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I remember when I was a a kid, around 9-10 every, every dream was a playground with lively
colors. I've been through the portal. I think my brothers and sisters are waiting for me.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7830395
Vietnam
12/28/2011 12:56 AM
...

the astral plane is not super worlds, it is associated with earth. there are 3 basic levels. the lowest
astral "hells" so to speak. Then the "mid astral" of 7 levels. That has been moved out to the moon,
because the souls in it could be damaged by nuclear explosions. Also it makes it impossible for
them to interact with earth folks right now which is a good thing, since many of them are not very
mature yet. Astral realms are "Mental" so to speak, created by use of mind out of astral "matter."
the highest astral realm around earth, is occupied only by extremely advanced spiritual beings
who are teachers and the like. These ones vibrate at a level which nuclear energy does not affect.
So they are still here. We don't care about the lowest astral, that doesn't survive earth changes
and the like anyway. It is regularly cleaned out as folks enter it who are not suitable to move
forward and are seeking uncreation anyway.
The "super worlds" are actual WORLDS. Varying in Density but actual worlds. Even the highest of
them, the 1 billion in the central universe of Havona, have steams and lakes and air on them. All
beings LIVE ON spheres of some sort. The astral realms must be connected to a sphere which is
why the mid astral was moved to the moon.
you are awakening because of DNA changes and your guides. This is not astral in nature. You
don't interact with the mid astral, but you might with the high astral though. Most of you being
awakened are star seeds and associated with craft here. These craft can be anywhere from "non
physical" to fully physical. Some can change their energies, some cannot. We have to have purely
physical craft for the purpose of evacuating earth should that be necessary, earth human form
requires physical craft. As to evacuation many you are being prepared to handle either a levitation

beam, or dematerialization.
This image is the levitation beam method. Ordinary
darker man cannot board craft, the body would "fry". The soul will board still though, but the effort
is to get man off the planet in his current form.
Many of you are being awakened at this late date, mostly to help people board the craft if it should
become necessary. time is very limited if an axis shift or similar stuff should occur. there is even
less time in nuclear holocaust and most people have to leave by dematerialization in that case
and that has not been the best option for these rathe low bodies, but dematerialization will pick up
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the light soul even the body doesn't go.
It says in the bible folks will prophesy, that is because of the hooking up of the junk DNA some of
that is natural, because of the energies we are in, others are being assisted in that because of
their roles here at this time. Huge reason people are visiting craft at night in fact, a big hurry up
going on.

The folks I work with are on craft and or reside in the inner earth Nebadon headquarters in the
Himalayans under roughly Nepal. This is behind the stories you may have heard about craft often
seen in that area by folks in that region.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How close am I to joining you alongside with my brothers and sisters? Because a few days ago I
dreamt of entering a portal, it was like the game Pinball, I was the ball, and everything around me
was colors shifting/dancing in geometric shapes.
I was close to what I believe was the goal, but the darker force interrupted my process by
accessing my mind and played memories from the past.
I remember how I entered the portal as well, because I didn't fall asleep but was fully conscious
before the state entering/in the portal.
I remember I had physical pains throughout and I wasn't strong enough and gave up to the darker
forces and went to deep sleep...
The physical pain didn't scare me, but it felt like I was struggling, and I didn't like the struggle
because I like fun.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830395

All like fun. Its godly, but depends on its use. I think you had a very valuable experience though.
continue to study it as it relates to you. If you entered the portal, you entered the portal, I don't
think the dark stopped you after your went thru it, they have no power on that one. I would actually
think on trying to read thru this, that part of your maybe not being strong enough may have well be
a past life. If you entered the portal, you were successful despite the apparent confusion.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I remember when I was a a kid, around 9-10 every, every dream was a playground with lively
colors. I've been through the portal. I think my brothers and sisters are waiting for me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830395

Lately in my 20s I've also met a few greys in my dreams, and alongside I had my brothers and
sisters assisting me, the light form was very beautiful, for a sleeping person, I would describe that
feeling as a 'body orgasm'. I literally felt like a waterfall and the water streaming through me was
only love and bliss.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/28/2011 01:03 AM

I am now going to move some of my posts alone with link to my website, my readers should have
some of this tonight. Then I hit the sack, but hopefully will have a bit of energy left to load the
dishwasher, its pilling high out there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip, how do I know if ill go up in a ship?
am i to be left to die if i dont understand whats goin on?
waaaa, dont leave me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

Nobody is left to die. Period. That is the beauty of the stasis. Nobody gets "left behind". All has
been decided at this point, as to your future, you have decided it. Some have to move, some are
staying, according to their soul's desire. The very darkest ones will stay in stasis until they can be
processed thru the legal system.
All the children of light will be lifted during stasis for processing to wherever they go in fairly short
order. many of you are going HOME. Rejoice. Others are simply changing careers or whatever.
One person on my forum knows they are going to Venus for example. To help establish the new
society there. There are any number of possibilities open, and I covered some of them way back
on this thread, not sure which page, but perhaps either 4 or 8. If someone knows, place the page
number. This is NOT BAD and its NOTHING TO FEAR. Many of you will be "dropping" these
bodies, or getting them upgraded some depending on the choices you made. This particular body
may not work on other worlds, if not, you will get one that does.
This process is a sorting. Only some are going to judgement at some point in the universal courts.
The rest of you are just moving, some upwards, some laterally. Some returning to the architectural
worlds, some going home to your previous planets, some volunteered to move to Venus, some of
your homes are on craft, some of you will move to other evolutionary worlds to take up where you
left off here. Some could be "straight across", some could be a "promotion." There are many many
planets out there accepting immigrants from this world. If your body will work on those, you go in
body, or get upgraded. If not, you get a new body, or some of you will enter those worlds by birth.
You do not end. You will not be "left behind" to suffer and die. You are loved and you are son's
and daughters of God, and will be treated, no matter the destination you have chosen, as sons
and daughters of God.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
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12/28/2011 01:03 AM
i dont have any of these experiences, but ive reached certain conclusions (through some thought
processes) that indicate all of this is happening.
it is really furstrating because i think i KNOW all of this si true, yet I have no empirical evidence to
corroborate.
any advice? I can man up and keep trying to pull through a certain problem of mine...but is there
anything else I should know>
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/28/2011 01:05 AM
I am now going to move some of my posts alone with link to my website, my readers should have
some of this tonight. Then I hit the sack, but hopefully will have a bit of energy left to load the
dishwasher, its pilling high out there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip, how do I know if ill go up in a ship?
am i to be left to die if i dont understand whats goin on?
waaaa, dont leave me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

Nobody is left to die. Period. That is the beauty of the stasis. Nobody gets "left behind". All has
been decided at this point, as to your future, you have decided it. Some have to move, some are
staying, according to their soul's desire. The very darkest ones will stay in stasis until they can be
processed thru the legal system.
All the children of light will be lifted during stasis for processing to wherever they go in fairly short
order. many of you are going HOME. Rejoice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip ,could you discuss this stasis process, when it might happen, and what exactly it is?
sorry to be a drag, ..im just trying to picture it, are we all goign to 'fall asleep' or something?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/28/2011 01:10 AM
A NEW HOST BODY?
sounds so much like the video game...half life...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
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United States
12/28/2011 01:11 AM
host bodies, teleportation...communication across the dimensions..
this sounds...really fucking exciting. sorry for the language.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/28/2011 01:12 AM
right down my ally. sounds fun.
Trying to figure it out
User ID: 1570417
Puerto Rico
12/28/2011 01:16 AM
I have a couple of questions regarding the current situation of the earth (Well it is supposed to be
a cosmic experiment):
How long could this planet hold into this present state without major geophysical changes?
It seems to me that the galactics are controlling this transformation and this is the reason why we
are in a passive or usual state from our limited human perspective. This could be both positive
and negative.
Does a real cosmic timetable really exists?
Sometimes it appears that the real plan is for a gradual transformation, (Which in my opinion could
last centuries with the typical human expressions like war, corruption, destruction etc.)
Is the human population learning something in the current dark dominated status quo and passive
state?
The business as usual scenarios (Propaganda, Mind Control, Distraction, Money and economic
games) along with very gradual and slow geophysical changes (Basically, no groundbreaking
changes in years to come)
Are the Higher Universal Hierarchies going to use this experiment to improve protocols and
procedures and prevent another earth like scenario on this universe (or others) in a near future?
After so many failed experiments (Including project Immanuel), do we have a chance even if they
extend this charade for 50 years or more?
I will appreciate your answers. Thanks!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 01:20 AM
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I am now going to move some of my posts alone with link to my website, my readers should have
some of this tonight. Then I hit the sack, but hopefully will have a bit of energy left to load the
dishwasher, its pilling high out there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip, how do I know if ill go up in a ship?
am i to be left to die if i dont understand whats goin on?
waaaa, dont leave me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

Nobody is left to die. Period. That is the beauty of the stasis. Nobody gets "left behind". All has
been decided at this point, as to your future, you have decided it. Some have to move, some are
staying, according to their soul's desire. The very darkest ones will stay in stasis until they can be
processed thru the legal system.
All the children of light will be lifted during stasis for processing to wherever they go in fairly short
order. many of you are going HOME. Rejoice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip ,could you discuss this stasis process, when it might happen, and what exactly it is?
sorry to be a drag, ..im just trying to picture it, are we all goign to 'fall asleep' or something?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

The stasis pauses time and motion of matter at selected vibrations. ALL OF LIFE on this world is
being put into it, because the earth changes and resultant volcanism, and lands sinking and
uplifting will harm even the plants. Just pausing a DVD is a way to visualize it. Perhaps
"suspended animation". Lots of craft use stasis of occupants during long periods of travel. That
was introduced to you if you saw films like star trek, or star wars maybe. I don't recall everything
from those. It is used by both spirit beings and humans in travel from one place to another. In the
movies, the people in stasis during galactic transport are in co cooning pods.
EVERY ONE OF YOU WHO WAS BORN PRIOR TO 1992 HAS ALREADY BEEN IN STASIS AS
I HAVE TOLD IN SEVERL POSTS. You are FINE are you not? Do NOT worry about. It is a pause
which is different than "sleep", but you may well feel sleepy as it approaches. Or not. Or an energy
signature of some sort perhaps, or absolutely nothing at all.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
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User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 01:22 AM

OK Folks, I need to get off, its nearly 11:30 pm here. Thankyou for your participation in this thread
tonight!

MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
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ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]

AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
IS-BE
User ID: 6788562
United States
12/28/2011 01:59 AM

Thank you NIP!!
Cheers!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/28/2011 02:16 AM
thanks nip.
btw, what happens to the people after 1992? they dont make it?
lol
ok goodnight, thanks for the answers.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1450740
Australia
12/28/2011 07:11 AM
Other than further loss of credibility and disappointment issues, what other consequences do you
think will be in order when January 1 2012 rolls in and everything is still the same for everyone?
Richlands
User ID: 7843392
United States
12/28/2011 07:18 AM
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Dates are unimportant. What is important is what is learned. NIP'S comment below captures how
we all should live. Other people's thoughts of you has absolutely nothing to do with the business
at hand. It changes nothing. That business still needs to be conducted regardless, and that
business is what you have a knowing of within. No one can give you this. It is something you have
to go within and find. What other's think of you is unimportant. What do you think of yourself?
What is your own selfworth?
"What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY business, is what I think of
MYSELF." NIP
By His grace the only ones we are waiting for is ourselves to overcome our self doubt and self
esteem issues and rise above them forging forward regardless of what others think of us. A most
challenging task for many, but it does temper the soul with added growth and fortitude. Those that
can not or will not allow His grace to flow through their lives and be flexible to his plan shall blow
away as the sands in the wind.
Bottom line is. What are you made of? Earth reasoning is inadequate to understand the complete
plan in all its minute workings. You use you God mind when you go within and trust what then
becomes knowledge to you.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 01:00 PM

thanks nip.
btw, what happens to the people after 1992? they dont make it?
lol
ok goodnight, thanks for the answers.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

???? what is not understood here? That was a temporary stasis only for the purpose of protection
during the 5 days necessary because of entry into the photon belt. It produces such intense light
energy for 5 days, that being inside behind dark curtains is completely inadequate. We have also
been in several shorter stasis periods so they can do some cleansing of this heavily polluted
atmosphere. If people were aware and in trust, the cleansing could be done out in the open.

(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
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12/28/2011 01:43 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

The joys and the sorrows of tomorrow
By Uriel thru Hazel
Dec 28, 2011 - 2:34:16 AM

The joys and the sorrows of tomorrow- Uriel
The day of graduation is soon upon you of earth. The mother has notably succeeded and is ready
for her ascension. I am sent to herald the news of the coming event that you may ready your
hearts to receive your due. Priceless shall be this deliverance and tremors shall ensue to revoke
the outdated and corrupt. This event is due to coincide with a magnanimous burst of supreme
energy that shall catalyse a capitulation of the brotherhood of darkness to the forces of light. The
surge of divine authority shall cull resistance and render corpses of the dark; and the battlefield
shall be closed once and for all upon this plane. Spiritual dignity is to be returned to this planet.

The chill should be felt soon in anticipation of the impending scheme that shall collar the fringes of
time and bring this cycle to a close. There is great joy to result from this in the earth’s favour as
she will finally take the podium of freedom. She will be renewed and polished off in preparation for
the home coming of those to return. She will bear the eternal torch once again and create a
wholesome field for growth. To those of you who have heard the inner call and answered and
have focused your life in service; and to those who have awakened to their divinity and shown
readiness to ascend in frequency, you shall reap of the blooming fruit assuring freedom and
higher growth. They will be the ones to be rewarded with a return to earth. For she shall be as you
never knew her, pristine and re created. What rampant joy is to soon fill the hearts of the faithful
for indeed the cries of many have been heard and the Creator has answered. Know ye ones that
the time upon thee is now and the earth’s travail is to come to a quick yet subtle end.

The sadness that shall follow will be for those who could not comprehend their finer frequency or
find themselves in the jungle of earthly living. The chances given have elapsed for you ones not
prepared to take on a lighter form. Elsewhere you shall find your homes to continue your lessons.
Many of you will be left without the familiar and will be required to accustom yourselves to new
temperatures. Your lives will not be easier as you must earn your graduation; but many of you
shall come to know and accept truth. For those who bear the insignia of the anti Christ, you will
find yourselves pleading for your lives before councils too high for your understanding and many
shall be relegated to an indefinite period of retreat.

I have before this time cautioned you but you heeded not in your arrogance. Now you shall
experience the effects for Michael has spoken. HE who is the very Christ – the unlimited ONE.
Remember these words for you are now limited through your earnings. The limited can never
survive within the unlimited; but so you have chosen and thus so shall you receive. Rest assured
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that the honour of the earth shall be restored as she is purged of you. Compassion has no way
forward when it is spent through the continuum of facile rejection. So you have chosen and so you
shall receive.

Say your goodbyes little leaders for grandeur has no place in your coming places of existence.
We your higher brethren did not want it this way for it is not God’s way to punish but to forgive
those who seek it. You have punished yourselves through your rejection; so allow clarity now to
flow you victims of dark consciousness. You should know our dears that the realm of Angels stand
in Oneness and solidarity with the Creator Son and you who distinctly disobeyed through your
tantrums against HIS Sovereignty have not prevailed; for OUR strength outweighs yours. You rely
on diminutive power bearing no capacity to effect hindrance against the forces of God. The power
you wield can only affect the earth and humanity. Fear is not the way of the Creator for fear has
no light and God is all light. So know without doubt that these words are not to create fear but
simply told in the light of truth of your impending retreat. WE of the host shall bear you to your new
place with gladness; that the earth shall find her release from the stringent hold of evil. You shall
account for your transgressions. You are to be pilfered from the earth by the host who will come
as thieves in the night and once you are eradicated the light will once again dawn on this brilliant
creation of Michael.

Lucifer your very comrade and leader who contaminated that which was created in purity is NO
MORE. Do you hear? He cannot help you now. He has returned to places unknown for he chose
the penalty of un creation. Think about that. Will you follow him into non existence?

Prepare for we are poised and ready to stop the clocks.
Uriel
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Laurrentius
User ID: 1488517
Netherlands
12/28/2011 03:18 PM
I sense there will be some great changes soon!
Only the "higher ones" will observe the change.
Keep your feet on the ground and think and feel for yourselves. There is a lot going on at this
moment.
Take your time to think and relax and have your meditation.
take care, Laurrentius
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 03:20 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Given Christmas Day, 2011
The Present- Mother nebadonia Thru Hazel
I am Mother Nebadonia, the Mother Spirit or Universal Mother in union with Michael of Nebadon. I
come at this most promising time to bestow a divine gift to you; an offering. It is an unlikely gift and
one that you will never expect or perhaps willingly ask for. So that there be no doubt, this offering
is for those who live behind the curtain of untruth and dismal reality. It is time however to render
again that which has been offered many times before. I am uncertain as to the numbers who will
accept it for want of belief BUT I offer it anyway. It is of no material substance and cannot be
bargained for or exchanged. Once you receive it you will assume responsibility for it. There is no
return element; but I assure you that once you accept it willingly you will never part from it
because you will become one with it.

Have I piqued your mortal interest? What indeed can the Mother offer you at this momentous time
in your earth’s evolutionary cycle? Ponder upon the ailing world you live in where the fabric of all
that is elementary is in upheaval. The hope that you ones hold in your hearts for change in the
physical world that you created remains very dim as your confidence in the powers to be have
been severely eroded.
However, there are ones who in their eternal optimism cannot face truth of the revolting
destruction that is a certainty should current dynamics be allowed to continue.

So what is this gift that I offer you? It is the timeless gift -FREEDOM. This gift is offered to those
who remain in bondage; who have been blinded by the clever ones without heart. MY children;
yes you are also MY children. WE your celestial custodians do weep for you as WE see you
chained and burdened by the lies of the deceivers.

This which I offer, you all crave but cannot yet comprehend. For you, freedom means freedom
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from worries in the physical world. What WE offer is Freedom of your soul for it is only then that
the worries that assail you in your dimension can be mitigated. WE are not bargaining with you
beloveds. You have all but sold your souls to the dark forces who prey upon you. WE ask for
nothing in return; for when you are free in truth, you will in any event find your truth and return to
your light.
You dwell under heavy darkness now. It may appear that you have no control over this BUT you
do. You may not individually change the dynamics of what is materialising before and around you
but you could assume responsibility for your own freedom by resolving to be free and acting on
that consensus.

What is this freedom you may ask? It is the liberation of your mind from the control of the master
manipulators. If you don’t feel free in your mind it is because you are being controlled or
influenced by forces against you. You see dear ones the dark ones know who you truly are but
most of you don’t know who you are. They know that you bear the fragment of the divine and
should the divine in you be free to work, there will only be heaven on earth.
So what they have done is to assert power over your senses that you have come to depend on,
and sway you into things and thoughts to make you forget your true selves. Your earth is in
bondage because you are in bondage. Do not delude yourselves into believing that you are
making the decisions. Many of the decisions being made are foisted upon you and your
programming has allowed a willing acceptance. Even those who are seeing truth feel powerless
and those who have the courage to act are cut down before their voices can be truly heard. There
is no denying however that a fraction of the world’s population have seen behind the curtain of lies
and are motivated to act. They are to be honoured for their attempts but will be unable to effect
any material change for they will not be allowed to.

So you might ask what is the benefit of this gift? Ah, if only the majority will understand the nature
of the times they will rise up to accept it. The gift of Freedom if accepted determines your next
placement. As free will is your god given choice you are free to say no to this gift. However, I
would think carefully about refusing it. Now this is not a gift you can accept for curiosity sake. It is
a gift of vast proportion as it impacts upon your soul. Even if you decide to accept it for the sake of
it, it will bear no fruit for you. Ponder about this in light of your times and be truthful with
yourselves. The fragrance of time is now sorely dimmed. Can you feel the stench of the old
leaving?

You who desire to be free will experience this feeling at the heart level and this must be actively
followed by a decision at the mind level. When this alignment occurs you will willingly accept this
gift and your guides will sweep down and open that cage and thus begins a union of divine
proportions which will guide you to a level beyond your current manifestation.

I now come as a dutiful Mother. I come now, for your earth place is to be imminently transformed
and those ready for transformation will benefit. A mother never leaves her children unguided but
will never resort to force. I will weep for those who reject this offering but will triumph with those
who accept it.

You cannot forever live in the realm of the physical; that which you need to be free of is mind
control so that your own divine mind can function as it was meant to. Only then will you be free of
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what you perceive as physical limitations and issues that appear insurmountable.

I offer you this present boldly and bid you with love to accept it. The circle of the cycle bonds now
and the linear facility of time is being caged to allow for graduation. Where will you be?
Mother Nebadonia
*********************
Candace: I did not read this until today. But last evening I posted something in my GLP post that
relates to it. What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY business, is what
I think of MYSELF. It is about standing in sovereignty. For until you DO that, you remain enslaved
to the mind control of the dark. You remain in the control of the manipulation of others.
Check [link to abundanthope.net]
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 07:51 PM

I think in my posting yesterday I suggested that I had been told the attack on Iran was scheduled
on New years Eve. Where I can do so, I try to find proof or at least plausible suggestion on the net
to support such claims. Well thanks to a thread here on GLP because I had made no effort
actually, here is some plausible support for my statement.
[link to www.time.com]
here is a paragraph well into the above piece, which constitutes far less than 50% of the piece.

The navy is in the midst of a 10-day drill in international waters near the strategic oil route. The
exercises began Saturday and involve submarines, missile drills, torpedoes and drones. The
war games cover a 1,250-mile (2,000-kilometer) stretch of sea off the Strait of Hormuz, northern
parts of the Indian Ocean and into the Gulf of Aden near the entrance to the Red Sea as a show
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of strength and could bring Iranian ships into proximity with U.S. Navy vessels in the area.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5781393
Japan
12/28/2011 08:30 PM
you say 1 billion will remain.. 6 billion will die?
or how many will die.. get on spaceships, etc?
what does the average, well-meaning, trying to 'ascend' and do their best type of person do?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 09:37 PM

you say 1 billion will remain.. 6 billion will die?
or how many will die.. get on spaceships, etc?
what does the average, well-meaning, trying to 'ascend' and do their best type of person do?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393

I haven't said anybody would die, could you please put in YOUR EFFORT and READ some of this
thread? 1 Billion people return to this planet, and its will more than 6 billion that are MOVING.
Including all the folks in the earth astral realms who are NOT incarnate right now. Big time thugs
will be looking at the COURTS of Nebadon and Orvonton though.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 09:42 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Forthcoming End
By CM/Aton thru Rubens
Dec 28, 2011 - 3:59:10 PM
This is your beloved Aton, Sovereign Creator of Nebadon
I have come to you to let you know that the bell rang and the well-anticipated push of the button is
upon you, meaning that I am to push it shortly, yes the famous shortly in your time frame means
exactly that, shortly.
It is with pleasure that I am announcing the close of the first major period of my correcting time
and as you have heard from Uriel the time is upon you. I am most pleased with those who stood
steadfastly in the face of enormous challenges and never gave up. Your just reward awaits you
and you so deserve it. To those who have not paid attention to the innumerable attempts made to
steer them in the right direction, time is up and you too shall reap your just reward , except that it
is of a nature different from what you have expected. I am pleased that we have no regret as to
what was accomplished and all has been utterly done and nothing else remains.
I will be waiting with open arms for many of you who are true valiant and worthy warriors. A
celebration awaits you and you will be pleasantly surprised.
This is the moment that you have waited for and nothing shall change that from this day forth. I
am going to bid farewell to many of you for that is what shall be staring you in the face for where
you are going will not be anything that you have ever imagined yourselves to be faced with for you
are so inebriated with your malice, stubbornness and a truly false sense of importance that is the
least that you deserve.
Many times, have I come to you in earnest to see if your heart would mend and see that you
change your ways in service to your brethren but, you never saw it differently and you adamantly
refused to bend to my will which should also be yours. The sense of power has driven you mad
beyond belief that you thought that you could actually govern this world as you see it fit. Poor
delusional ones ; with lightning speed will come your just reward and judgement. Enough with you
malevolent ones.

My brethren and children, come home so we can celebrate this long journey and then rest before
you re-enter in service.
Many thanks and see you soon
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Your Sovereign Creator Son, Aton.

Rubens

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 10:22 PM

I sense there will be some great changes soon!
Only the "higher ones" will observe the change.
Keep your feet on the ground and think and feel for yourselves. There is a lot going on at this
moment.
Take your time to think and relax and have your meditation.
take care, Laurrentius
Quoting: Laurrentius 1488517

Hi Laurrentius!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4430651
United States
12/28/2011 10:25 PM
I've been warned about these times by our elders. I've read and heard their words and have
ignored much of what you say up until today. I didn't do it because I spite you instead I was just
interested in other topics at the time.
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Tell me NIP if I hold tight to mother earth and chose to live thru her changes. If I ignore your
warnings and others warnings to leave on ships when things get tough what will happen to me?
Did you leave your planet when she was going thru a "rough patch?"
Thanks ahead of time
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830998

because the plan is to evacuate AFTER stasis starts, NOT an issue for you, either the boarding,
or living thru her changes. So many ARE confused which is why at this point the stasis is the
option of choice. There would be so many who would not board, nor are they capable of surviving
the changes.
If you were interested in other topics, nothing wrong with that. Some people, its not time, or you
know enough inside you did not need it.
My last planet which I went to move my energies down partway by becoming accustomed to
regular planetary life, was Myrua, which was high 7d 400 years ago and is now early 8d and
doesn't not experience rough patches. I am very sure i have left planets in rough patches. Boy I
sure do have a lot of wondrous and less than wondrous past life memories.
I am a volunteer to this world, by choice. Until I went to Myrua I lived on Paradise. I still do
technically. Its forever my home, no matter whence I travel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 10:30 PM

I've been warned about these times by our elders. I've read and heard their words and have
ignored much of what you say up until today. I didn't do it because I spite you instead I was just
interested in other topics at the time.
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Tell me NIP if I hold tight to mother earth and chose to live thru her changes. If I ignore your
warnings and others warnings to leave on ships when things get tough what will happen to me?
Did you leave your planet when she was going thru a "rough patch?"
Thanks ahead of time
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830998

because the plan is to evacuate AFTER stasis starts, NOT an issue for you, either the boarding,
or living thru her changes. So many ARE confused which is why at this point the stasis is the
option of choice. There would be so many who would not board, nor are they capable of surviving
the changes.
If you were interested in other topics, nothing wrong with that. Some people, its not time, or you
know enough inside you did not need it.
My last planet which I went to move my energies down partway by becoming accustomed to
regular planetary life, was Myrua, which was high 7d 400 years ago and is now early 8d and
doesn't not experience rough patches. I am very sure i have left planets in rough patches. Boy I
sure do have a lot of wondrous and less than wondrous past life memories.
I am a volunteer to this world, by choice. Until I went to Myrua I lived on Paradise. I still do
technically. Its forever my home, no matter whence I travel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am

not going to keep repeating myself.
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TheOracle
User ID: 1547413
United States
12/28/2011 10:39 PM

Good evening Candace.
Been reading and reflecting - not posting. I'm trying to stay quiet and observe. Somehow I know
that is important for me right now.
I wish that more people could understand how fluid things are; how the possibilities change in
each moment we breath. In our human minds it is incomprehensible; in our spirit energy it's a
continuous experience. I commend you for having the understanding and conviction to put out
what is given to you, without fear of the haters that will condemn because they do not understand
that our creator works in the realm of possibilities; that our creator is ever changing and expanding
on these possibilities. These possibilities change with the vibration of the inhabitants of this earth.
Each time the vibration of the people is raised, the possibilties become more probable and so
forth. Our creator does not gamble with our souls and chooses the highest possibilities....ever
changing in the hopes to give each one of us a chance at ascension.
However, at this time, I feel this coming closer to an end more than ever before. I can't describe
what I feel, but I know it is changing. The possibilities are slowing up. The people of earth are not
offering up new possibilites at the same rate as before. Those who could be ready are for the
most part. There are a few stragglers here and there and the creator will always make room for
them...no one who desires to ascend or move on to another location will loose.
Thank you for providing the knowledge entrusted to you. I know it won't be long, but what is "not
long" to the hierchy, I can't say. This is how it is and trust in the process is all you can depend on
right now. I am getting tired and really am ready for things to shift so I hope "not long" means very
soon in human terms.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/28/2011 11:15 PM
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Forthcoming End
By CM/Aton thru Rubens
Dec 28, 2011 - 3:59:10 PM
This is your beloved Aton, Sovereign Creator of Nebadon
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I have come to you to let you know that the bell rang and the well-anticipated push of the button is
upon you, meaning that I am to push it shortly, yes the famous shortly in your time frame means
exactly that, shortly.
It is with pleasure that I am announcing the close of the first major period of my correcting time
and as you have heard from Uriel the time is upon you. I am most pleased with those who stood
steadfastly in the face of enormous challenges and never gave up. Your just reward awaits you
and you so deserve it. To those who have not paid attention to the innumerable attempts made to
steer them in the right direction, time is up and you too shall reap your just reward , except that it
is of a nature different from what you have expected. I am pleased that we have no regret as to
what was accomplished and all has been utterly done and nothing else remains.
I will be waiting with open arms for many of you who are true valiant and worthy warriors.
A celebration awaits you and you will be pleasantly surprised.
This is the moment that you have waited for and nothing shall change that from this day forth. I
am going to bid farewell to many of you for that is what shall be staring you in the face for where
you are going will not be anything that you have ever imagined yourselves to be faced with for you
are so inebriated with your malice, stubbornness and a truly false sense of importance that is the
least that you deserve.
Many times, have I come to you in earnest to see if your heart would mend and see that you
change your ways in service to your brethren but, you never saw it differently and you adamantly
refused to bend to my will which should also be yours. The sense of power has driven you mad
beyond belief that you thought that you could actually govern this world as you see it fit. Poor
delusional ones ; with lightning speed will come your just reward and judgement. Enough with you
malevolent ones.

My brethren and children, come home so we can celebrate this long journey and then rest before
you re-enter in service.
Many thanks and see you soon
Your Sovereign Creator Son, Aton.

Rubens

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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tava6655
User ID: 1511728
United States
12/28/2011 11:41 PM

Brothers and Sisters let us keep this thread at the top of the list in GLP. Everyone
needs to know what is going on and what is going to take place soon. Let us plant the seed.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
United States
12/29/2011 12:02 AM

Brothers and Sisters let us keep this thread at the top of the list in GLP. Everyone
needs to know what is going on and what is going to take place soon. Let us plant the seed.

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

could you give me a timeline-i heard next month is when the proverbial pineapple is going to go down. Does this hold any
validity?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5781393
Japan
12/29/2011 12:22 AM
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you say 1 billion will remain.. 6 billion will die?
or how many will die.. get on spaceships, etc?
what does the average, well-meaning, trying to 'ascend' and do their best type of person do?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393

I haven't said anybody would die, could you please put in YOUR EFFORT and READ some of this
thread? 1 Billion people return to this planet, and its will more than 6 billion that are MOVING.
Including all the folks in the earth astral realms who are NOT incarnate right now. Big time thugs
will be looking at the COURTS of Nebadon and Orvonton though.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i tried but there was a lot of stuff that just doesnt register to be honest, channelings and what not,
stuff i didnt get. so this stasis, what page is it described on? just point me in the right direction and
ill read. where are the ships gonna be, how do i get on? im not really afraid to die i guess but its
always good to know if there are alternatives.
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
12/29/2011 12:28 AM

Brothers and Sisters let us keep this thread at the top of the list in GLP. Everyone
needs to know what is going on and what is going to take place soon. Let us plant the seed.

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

could you give me a timeline-i heard next month is when the proverbial pineapple is going to go down. Does this hold any
validity?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563
What would the difference be if it was tonight or next month? Is there something you would
change/do?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7769563
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United States
12/29/2011 12:36 AM

Brothers and Sisters let us keep this thread at the top of the list in GLP. Everyone
needs to know what is going on and what is going to take place soon. Let us plant the seed.

Quoting: tava6655 1511728

could you give me a timeline-i heard next month is when the proverbial pineapple is going to go down. Does this hold any
validity?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563
What would the difference be if it was tonight or next month? Is there something you would
change/do?
Quoting: einsteinsfly

yea, i guess youre right, probably not. i guess im an idiot.
firmament
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/29/2011 12:41 AM

you say 1 billion will remain.. 6 billion will die?
or how many will die.. get on spaceships, etc?
what does the average, well-meaning, trying to 'ascend' and do their best type of person do?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393

I haven't said anybody would die, could you please put in YOUR EFFORT and READ some of this
thread? 1 Billion people return to this planet, and its will more than 6 billion that are MOVING.
Including all the folks in the earth astral realms who are NOT incarnate right now. Big time thugs
will be looking at the COURTS of Nebadon and Orvonton though.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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i tried but there was a lot of stuff that just doesnt register to be honest, channelings and what not,
stuff i didnt get. so this stasis, what page is it described on? just point me in the right direction and
ill read. where are the ships gonna be, how do i get on? im not really afraid to die i guess but its
always good to know if there are alternatives.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393

Hello AC,
if you give me some time i will help you out so you can make a start. Just come back here later.

GOD BLESS
trying2bstill
User ID: 1567841
United States
12/29/2011 01:35 AM
I saw videos of Venus igniting a few days ago. Does this have any relevance to what is
happening?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7716699
Canada
12/29/2011 02:08 AM
2nd karma pin, eh? Ug, sounds like the ego hard at work to be heard...
How are you different from Harold Camping, NiP?
Oh yeah, I know: where's your evidence? Proof?
gd2balive
User ID: 1322872
United States
12/29/2011 02:11 AM
I read one of your comments Candace & you are right on spot again...it is the Fathers desire that
not one soul be lost. I have stated that many times throughout my threads & you are one of the
first that I can say gets it & has actually quoted that. Mercy is the ultimate Love sacrifice with much
long suffering & patience that only a merciful Father & Mother would render to those whom they
love. It's good to be alive Candace.:) :) :)
Love,
Marty
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
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12/29/2011 02:34 AM
...

nip, how do I know if ill go up in a ship?
am i to be left to die if i dont understand whats goin on?
waaaa, dont leave me.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

Nobody is left to die. Period. That is the beauty of the stasis. Nobody gets "left behind". All has
been decided at this point, as to your future, you have decided it. Some have to move, some are
staying, according to their soul's desire. The very darkest ones will stay in stasis until they can be
processed thru the legal system.
All the children of light will be lifted during stasis for processing to wherever they go in fairly short
order. many of you are going HOME. Rejoice.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

nip ,could you discuss this stasis process, when it might happen, and what exactly it is?
sorry to be a drag, ..im just trying to picture it, are we all goign to 'fall asleep' or something?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7769563

The stasis pauses time and motion of matter at selected vibrations. ALL OF LIFE on this world is
being put into it, because the earth changes and resultant volcanism, and lands sinking and
uplifting will harm even the plants. Just pausing a DVD is a way to visualize it. Perhaps
"suspended animation". Lots of craft use stasis of occupants during long periods of travel. That
was introduced to you if you saw films like star trek, or star wars maybe. I don't recall everything
from those. It is used by both spirit beings and humans in travel from one place to another. In the
movies, the people in stasis during galactic transport are in co cooning pods.
EVERY ONE OF YOU WHO WAS BORN PRIOR TO 1992 HAS ALREADY BEEN IN STASIS AS
I HAVE TOLD IN SEVERL POSTS. You are FINE are you not? Do NOT worry about. It is a pause
which is different than "sleep", but you may well feel sleepy as it approaches. Or not. Or an energy
signature of some sort perhaps, or absolutely nothing at all.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hello Candace, if i am not mistaken in the UB there is mention of being put in a stasis like state
when being transfered to a morontial world or something to that effect. Dont quote me on that i am
going to search for that part. The thought just hit me as i was reading this thread. So I will effort in
finding the info. BTW, thanks again.

Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/29/2011 02:35 AM
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7716699
Canada
12/29/2011 02:39 AM
...The stasis pauses time and motion of matter at selected vibrations. ALL OF LIFE on this world is
being put into it, because the earth changes and resultant volcanism, and lands sinking and
uplifting will harm even the plants. Just pausing a DVD is a way to visualize it. Perhaps
"suspended animation"...
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes, sure, because this is WAY EASIER and makes WAY MORE SENSE than using the alien
tech to stop the volcanism etc etc etc.... C'mon...
Proof plz. Cool story bro.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4430651
United States
12/29/2011 02:41 AM
I saw videos of Venus igniting a few days ago. Does this have any relevance to what is
happening?
Quoting: trying2bstill

That was a lens flare. As soho moved right side of the picture to the left, you can clearly see this
"ignition" on both sides of Venus ay different times. Soho is meant to watch the sun not planets so
the equipment is... Equipped for planetary observation.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4430651
United States
12/29/2011 02:44 AM
I've been warned about these times by our elders. I've read and heard their words and have
ignored much of what you say up until today. I didn't do it because I spite you instead I was just
interested in other topics at the time.
Tell me NIP if I hold tight to mother earth and chose to live thru her changes. If I ignore your
warnings and others warnings to leave on ships when things get tough what will happen to me?
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Did you leave your planet when she was going thru a "rough patch?"
Thanks ahead of time
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7830998

because the plan is to evacuate AFTER stasis starts, NOT an issue for you, either the boarding,
or living thru her changes. So many ARE confused which is why at this point the stasis is the
option of choice. There would be so many who would not board, nor are they capable of surviving
the changes.
If you were interested in other topics, nothing wrong with that. Some people, its not time, or you
know enough inside you did not need it.
My last planet which I went to move my energies down partway by becoming accustomed to
regular planetary life, was Myrua, which was high 7d 400 years ago and is now early 8d and
doesn't not experience rough patches. I am very sure i have left planets in rough patches. Boy I
sure do have a lot of wondrous and less than wondrous past life memories.
I am a volunteer to this world, by choice. Until I went to Myrua I lived on Paradise. I still do
technically. Its forever my home, no matter whence I travel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am
not going to keep repeating myself.:peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/29/2011 03:01 AM
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having issues on sleeping lately. found the info concerning my last post. It is located on Paper 39
of the Urantia book titled The Seraphic Hosts.
(430.4) 39:2.8 5. The Transporters. All groups of ministering spirits have their transport corps,
angelic orders dedicated to the ministry of transporting those personalities who are unable, of
themselves, to journey from one sphere to another. The fifth group of the superior seraphim are
headquartered on Salvington and serve as space traversers to and from the headquarters of the
local universe. Like other subdivisions of the superior seraphim, some were created as such
while others have risen from the lower or less endowed groups.
(430.5) 39:2.9
The “energy range” of seraphim is wholly adequate for local universe and even for
superuniverse requirements, but they could never withstand the energy demands entailed by
such a long journey as that from Uversa to Havona. Such an exhaustive journey requires the
special powers of a primary seconaphim of transport endowments. Transporters take on energy
for flight while in transit and recuperate personal power at the end of the journey.
(430.6) 39:2.10 Even on Salvington ascending mortals do not possess personal transit forms.
Ascenders must depend upon seraphic transport in advancing from world to world until after the
last rest of sleep on the inner circle of Havona and the eternal awakening on Paradise.
Subsequently you will not be dependent on angels for transport from universe to universe.
(430.7) 39:2.11 The process of being enseraphimed is not unlike the experience of death or sleep
except that there is an automatic time element in the transit slumber. You are consciously
unconscious during seraphic rest. But the Thought Adjuster is wholly and fully conscious, in fact,
exceptionally efficient since you are unable to oppose, resist, or otherwise hinder creative and
transforming work.
(431.1) 39:2.12 When enseraphimed, you go to sleep for a specified time, and you will awake at
the designated moment. The length of a journey when in transit sleep is immaterial. You are not
directly aware of the passing of time. It is as if you went to sleep on a transport vehicle in one
city and, after resting in peaceful slumber all night, awakened in another and distant metropolis.
You journeyed while you slumbered. And so you take flight through space, enseraphimed, while
you rest — sleep. The transit sleep is induced by the liaison between the Adjusters and the
seraphic transporters.
here is the link to the website
[link to www.urantia.org]
Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/30/2011 02:33 AM
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/29/2011 03:05 AM
...

because the plan is to evacuate AFTER stasis starts, NOT an issue for you, either the boarding,
or living thru her changes. So many ARE confused which is why at this point the stasis is the
option of choice. There would be so many who would not board, nor are they capable of surviving
the changes.
If you were interested in other topics, nothing wrong with that. Some people, its not time, or you
know enough inside you did not need it.
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My last planet which I went to move my energies down partway by becoming accustomed to
regular planetary life, was Myrua, which was high 7d 400 years ago and is now early 8d and
doesn't not experience rough patches. I am very sure i have left planets in rough patches. Boy I
sure do have a lot of wondrous and less than wondrous past life memories.
I am a volunteer to this world, by choice. Until I went to Myrua I lived on Paradise. I still do
technically. Its forever my home, no matter whence I travel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am

not going to keep repeating myself.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

If you dont mind can you explain why you want to do that.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/29/2011 03:15 AM
getting tired, going to bed, check response on the morrow.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7865498
United States
12/29/2011 03:26 AM
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...

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am
not going to keep repeating myself.:peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

If you dont mind can you explain why you want to do that.
Quoting: Andyjax

Free Will
Mel
User ID: 7730290
Norway
12/29/2011 04:50 AM
...

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
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How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am
not going to keep repeating myself.:peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

If you dont mind can you explain why you want to do that.
Quoting: Andyjax

Free Will
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7865498

Humans are living on the body of planet Earth.
She needs to clean herself up.
Mankind is in the way.
It is her body and her free will to take a shower.
You wouldn't enjoy having to take a bath together with her anyway.
Or perhaps you do.
But perhaps she don't.
Her will, her privacy, her body.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:17 AM

having issues on sleeping lately. found the info concerning my last post. It is located on Paper 39
of the Urantia book titled The Seraphic Hosts.
(430.4) 39:2.8 5. The Transporters. All groups of ministering spirits have their transport corps,
angelic orders dedicated to the ministry of transporting those personalities who are unable, of
themselves, to journey from one sphere to another. The fifth group of the superior seraphim are
headquartered on Salvington and serve as space traversers to and from the headquarters of the
local universe. Like other subdivisions of the superior seraphim, some were created as such
while others have risen from the lower or less endowed groups.
(430.5) 39:2.9
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The “energy range” of seraphim is wholly adequate for local universe and even for
superuniverse requirements, but they could never withstand the energy demands entailed by
such a long journey as that from Uversa to Havona. Such an exhaustive journey requires the
special powers of a primary seconaphim of transport endowments. Transporters take on energy
for flight while in transit and recuperate personal power at the end of the journey.
(430.6) 39:2.10 Even on Salvington ascending mortals do not possess personal transit
forms.
Ascenders must depend upon seraphic transport in advancing from world to world until
after the
last rest of sleep on the inner circle of Havona and the eternal awakening on Paradise.
Subsequently you will not be dependent on angels for transport from universe to universe.
(430.7) 39:2.11 The process of being enseraphimed is not unlike the experience of death or sleep
except that there is an automatic time element in the transit slumber. You are consciously
unconscious during seraphic rest. But the Thought Adjuster is wholly and fully conscious, in fact,
exceptionally efficient since you are unable to oppose, resist, or otherwise hinder creative and
transforming work.
(431.1) 39:2.12 When enseraphimed, you go to sleep for a specified time, and you will awake at
the designated moment. The length of a journey when in transit sleep is immaterial. You are not
directly aware of the passing of time. It is as if you went to sleep on a transport vehicle in one
city and, after resting in peaceful slumber all night, awakened in another and distant metropolis.
You journeyed while you slumbered. And so you take flight through space, enseraphimed, while
you rest — sleep. The transit sleep is induced by the liaison between the Adjusters and the
seraphic transporters.
Quoting: Andyjax

Important read for those that think anyone can travel anywhere in space when not embodied. I am
from Paradise, and I CAN, my higher self that is, not this body I am using. I have gone consciously
during meditation, to view Jupiter Sun for example.
Most craft from higher planets and architectural worlds are LIVING CRAFT powered also where
necessary by living computers, thus the use I think of the word "transport" angels in the UB.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 10:19 AM

I think in my posting yesterday I suggested that I had been told the attack on Iran was scheduled
on New years Eve. Where I can do so, I try to find proof or at least plausible suggestion on the net
to support such claims. Well thanks to a thread here on GLP because I had made no effort
actually, here is some plausible support for my statement.
[link to www.time.com]
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here is a paragraph well into the above piece, which constitutes far less than 50% of the piece.

The navy is in the midst of a 10-day drill in international waters near the strategic oil route. The
exercises began Saturday and involve submarines, missile drills, torpedoes and drones. The
war games cover a 1,250-mile (2,000-kilometer) stretch of sea off the Strait of Hormuz, northern
parts of the Indian Ocean and into the Gulf of Aden near the entrance to the Red Sea as a show
of strength and could bring Iranian ships into proximity with U.S. Navy vessels in the area.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Someone posted this link to Lyndon Larouche a couple days ago. its an emergency
announcement video from december 23. he's a bit of a tool, but the video is useful anyway,
describes that Obama working for Britain etc, plans to invade Russia and China, which supports
some of my teaching around the two and the current conflicts. I did NOT listen to all of it, its 45
minutes long. I might today. He did not mention during the time I did watch about how Obama is
just a puppet, who is controlled by puppeteers,, some small bits thus of less than truth in it. But
you can see nevertheless the elite destructive plans. he suggests Obama be immediately
removed and also suggests the debts of the world/US are beyond repaying. OK listening again to
his suggested "recovery program" [link to larouchepac.com]
so far there is no transcription.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/29/2011 10:22 AM
MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
The greatest Lie in your Bibles is that Jesus was the ONLY Son of God. You who can THINK, (not
copy), are SONS OF GOD. That was his greatest teaching, that HIS Father is also YOUR
FATHER.
This is the REAL Lord's Prayer: "MY SPIRIT, YOU ARE OMNIPOTENT. YOUR NAME IS HOLY.
MAY YOUR REALM BE INCARNATE IN ME. MAY YOUR POWER REVEAL ITSELF WITHIN
ME, ON EARTH AND IN THE HEAVEN. GIVE ME TODAY MY DAILY BREAD, AND THUS, LET
ME RECOGNIZE MY TRANSGRESSIONS AND ERRORS, AND I SHALL RECOGNIZE THE
TRUTH. AND DO NOT LEAD ME INTO TEMPTATION AND CONFUSION, BUT DELIVER ME
FROM ERROR. FOR YOURS IS THE REALM WITHIN ME AND THE POWER AND THE
KNOWLEDGE FOREVER,
AMEN. found on p. 37 here: [link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]

AbundantHope, IS the 2nd Coming organization. A partnership between my team and Jesus
himself.

[link to www.abundanthope.net]
einsteinsfly
User ID: 7654320
United States
12/29/2011 11:51 AM
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Hello NIP, I have a question for you.....from what I understand, there is a "waiting game" going on
(give or take one emergency situation or another) and that It is ultra important to have as many
"dark elites" sign on in order to move forward. CM not wanting to leave behind anyone but also
these dark elites will be "going" to some tribunal anyway, no matter "when" the "event" happens.
For centuries upon centuries, these dark elites have enslaved humanity and Earth itself in such
horrific standards that I cannot understand the rationale of CM waiting to save the innocent 99%
of humanity and the Earth herself for the sake of hoping some of the dark souls will "change their
tune." Is this ego?
Also, could you tie together the ignition of Jupiter and what the true venue for spreading this
message would be...? If you could re-state the message as you perceive it to be in simple,
profound intent, what would that be?
Sifting through many "papers" and pages and feelings and intuition can create a myriad of
information that will remain dissected unless connected by one with true intent for the non-dark
human soul.

Thank you.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/29/2011 12:47 PM
I think in my posting yesterday I suggested that I had been told the attack on Iran was scheduled
on New years Eve. Where I can do so, I try to find proof or at least plausible suggestion on the net
to support such claims. Well thanks to a thread here on GLP because I had made no effort
actually, here is some plausible support for my statement.
[link to www.time.com]
here is a paragraph well into the above piece, which constitutes far less than 50% of the piece.

The navy is in the midst of a 10-day drill in international waters near the strategic oil route. The
exercises began Saturday and involve submarines, missile drills, torpedoes and drones. The
war games cover a 1,250-mile (2,000-kilometer) stretch of sea off the Strait of Hormuz, northern
parts of the Indian Ocean and into the Gulf of Aden near the entrance to the Red Sea as a show
of strength and could bring Iranian ships into proximity with U.S. Navy vessels in the area.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Someone posted this link to Lyndon Larouche a couple days ago. its an emergency
announcement video from december 23. he's a bit of a tool, but the video is useful anyway,
describes that Obama working for Britain etc, plans to invade Russia and China, which supports
some of my teaching around the two and the current conflicts. I did NOT listen to all of it, its 45
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minutes long. I might today. He did not mention during the time I did watch about how Obama is
just a puppet, who is controlled by puppeteers,, some small bits thus of less than truth in it. But
you can see nevertheless the elite destructive plans. he suggests Obama be immediately
removed and also suggests the debts of the world/US are beyond repaying. OK listening again to
his suggested "recovery program" [link to larouchepac.com]
so far there is no transcription.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Check this out from the latest Council on Foreign Relations publication....
[link to www.cfr.org]

Time to Attack Iran
Why a Strike Is the Least Bad Option
Author:
Matthew Kroenig
January/February 2012
Foreign Affairs
Opponents of military action against Iran assume a U.S. military strike would be far more
dangerous than simply letting Tehran build a bomb. Not so, argues this former Pentagon defense
planner. With a carefully designed strike, Washington could mitigate the costs—or at least bring
them down to a bearable level—and spare the region and the world from an unacceptable threat.
Last Edited by (:-DeeZe on 12/29/2011 01:00 PM
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/29/2011 01:26 PM
...

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

If you dont mind can you explain why you want to do that.
Quoting: Andyjax

Free Will
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7865498
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Humans are living on the body of planet Earth.
She needs to clean herself up.
Mankind is in the way.
It is her body and her free will to take a shower.
You wouldn't enjoy having to take a bath together with her anyway.
Or perhaps you do.
But perhaps she don't.
Her will, her privacy, her body.
Quoting: Mel 7730290

my thoughts exactly. Man has forgotten Mother Earth's free will. It was selfish to think like that.
Our Universal Father loves us all, as well as his Creator Son Micheal loves us all. It is his Mercy
that he is evacuating everyone as well as the animal and plant life. and as for me I thank Christ
Micheal and our Universal Father for bestowing that mercy upon us. You just have no idea the
level of destruction that is going to be happening on the surface (in & out) of Mother Earth so she
can transform and become the jewel that she so deserves. I for one would rather see that from
orbit.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/29/2011 01:39 PM
Goodday Candace, all your threads are wonderful. Glad to be of service as best as i can and I
have to thank my guides or my higherself for helping me find that part of the UB. I thought it was
going to take a long time but it seems I have help in finding things. Still trying within to find out
Who I AM even tho i know in my heart I AM a Creation of our Universal Father and one of his
Creator Sons, even tho I am being distracted.
Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/29/2011 01:40 PM
Michael_
User ID: 1805432
Denmark
12/29/2011 01:45 PM
Hello NIP, I have a question for you.....from what I understand, there is a "waiting game" going on
(give or take one emergency situation or another) and that It is ultra important to have as many
"dark elites" sign on in order to move forward. CM not wanting to leave behind anyone but also
these dark elites will be "going" to some tribunal anyway, no matter "when" the "event" happens.
For centuries upon centuries, these dark elites have enslaved humanity and Earth itself in such
horrific standards that I cannot understand the rationale of CM waiting to save the innocent 99%
of humanity and the Earth herself for the sake of hoping some of the dark souls will "change their
tune." Is this ego?
Also, could you tie together the ignition of Jupiter and what the true venue for spreading this
message would be...? If you could re-state the message as you perceive it to be in simple,
profound intent, what would that be?
Sifting through many "papers" and pages and feelings and intuition can create a myriad of
information that will remain dissected unless connected by one with true intent for the non-dark
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human soul.

Thank you.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

It may seem foolish, but if you had the power to save all,
no matter what they have done, they deserve a chance, when theres still hope.
I dont think its ego, its compassion in a way, but I guess its a matter of perspective.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7716699
Canada
12/29/2011 01:52 PM
No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 02:02 PM

No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Laurrentius
User ID: 1488517
Netherlands
12/29/2011 02:24 PM
Hi Nobody...
Of course we know each other. I wish you all the power in the coming days and weeks... And no
I'm not deviated from my path. Still the warrior of the light but sharp ... very sharp. And that may
not work on forums ... sometimes ...
maybe Often i feel if story is correct or not ... the source... And then there's my comment ...
SHARP! I still read all the messages and I am ready to help. I'm ready for the next step. You know
how to reach me, if you need help. Wish you lots of energy! Greetings Laurrentius
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I sense there will be some great changes soon!
Only the "higher ones" will observe the change.
Keep your feet on the ground and think and feel for yourselves. There is a lot going on at this
moment.
Take your time to think and relax and have your meditation.
take care, Laurrentius
Quoting: Laurrentius 1488517

Hi Laurrentius!
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7716699
Canada
12/29/2011 03:33 PM
No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, good dodge, but not nearly good enough. Outrageous claims require outrageous evidence.
Please provide evidence, or the only people you have following your cool story are those who will
believe in anything.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1445041
Canada
12/29/2011 05:25 PM
No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, good dodge, but not nearly good enough. Outrageous claims require outrageous evidence.
Please provide evidence, or the only people you have following your cool story are those who will
believe in anything.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Nothing she can say here that will convince you. If you don't want to believe, then don't. I vote for
stasis...right NOW. If it doesn't go down...oh well. Not going to get my undies in a bunch either
way.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 08:38 PM
Goodday Candace, all your threads are wonderful. Glad to be of service as best as i can and I
have to thank my guides or my higherself for helping me find that part of the UB. I thought it was
going to take a long time but it seems I have help in finding things. Still trying within to find out
Who I AM even tho i know in my heart I AM a Creation of our Universal Father and one of his
Creator Sons, even tho I am being distracted.
Quoting: Andyjax

Maybe it's folks like this, like all of us, who are being given extra time, moreso than the criminals.
They have more time as a result, not that they deserve it particularly imho.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 08:42 PM
No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, good dodge, but not nearly good enough. Outrageous claims require outrageous evidence.
Please provide evidence, or the only people you have following your cool story are those who will
believe in anything.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Please state what sort of evidence, that could be provided on the net and has not already 100
times been done, you would find useful.
Cheezy example that's somewhat on point: I tell you I am going to make a rice dish for supper.
You say "prove it!" Well I can't, but that does not make me less credible.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/29/2011 09:08 PM

No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, good dodge, but not nearly good enough. Outrageous claims require outrageous evidence.
Please provide evidence, or the only people you have following your cool story are those who will
believe in anything.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

how could I supply evidence? Jupiter Sun happened and NASA did provide the evidence of that
one. Make a list of my outrageous claims otherwise. I have a lot I could publish but people need to
live, on some of this material. REgards the money controllers of this world. I was advised not to.
You can see the craft yourself. Stasis can't be proven until we are in it and many will not even
know anything happened in the first place, unless they awaken on craft. Your proof is within. what
other evidence am I supposed to supply related to this thread. Make me a list. My own KNOWING
motivates me forward.
quakes are increasing, I know, I have been watching for years now. the core is heating and
volcanism is everyone and warming the oceans. The sky of full of craft, not just "stars." the climate
is changing. Where i live its much warmer. We do not get windy 60 degree days in December like
today. There are wars and rumors of wars, what more proof to do want that something needs to
be done and man is not doing it?
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/29/2011 09:11 PM
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/29/2011 09:09 PM
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No, really. Where's your evidence for all these outrageous claims?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

God. You aren't asking for proof on the net are you? we are the proof on the net. And a
continuation of God's other projects since the return in 1954
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Sorry, good dodge, but not nearly good enough. Outrageous claims require outrageous evidence.
Please provide evidence, or the only people you have following your cool story are those who will
believe in anything.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Please state what sort of evidence, that could be provided on the net and has not already 100
times been done, you would find useful.
Cheezy example that's somewhat on point: I tell you I am going to make a rice dish for supper.
You say "prove it!" Well I can't, but that does not make me less credible.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

OUTSTANDING LOGIC! I LOVE IT!!!
There are so many of us who are just who we are,
say what we mean and do what we say....highly ethical and so misunderstood at times.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:14 PM

Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
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their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:15 PM

Goodday Candace, all your threads are wonderful. Glad to be of service as best as i can and I
have to thank my guides or my higherself for helping me find that part of the UB. I thought it was
going to take a long time but it seems I have help in finding things. Still trying within to find out
Who I AM even tho i know in my heart I AM a Creation of our Universal Father and one of his
Creator Sons, even tho I am being distracted.
Quoting: Andyjax

Maybe it's folks like this, like all of us, who are being given extra time, moreso than the criminals.
They have more time as a result, not that they deserve it particularly imho.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

BINGO
SecondPrecession
User ID: 1450913
United States
12/29/2011 09:21 PM

GLP is a toilet.
Your threads are all turds that won't go down.
We keep flushing, and flushing, and flushing, but the shit is still floating to the top.
It stinks.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 09:26 PM

I am going to lie down a bit, I am in serious pain, the energies are very strange. I do not feel good,
its not just the pain, its other stuff, the 2 days of nausea and the like too. be back in maybe a 1/2
hour.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/29/2011 10:25 PM

I am going to lie down a bit, I am in serious pain, the energies are very strange. I do not feel good,
its not just the pain, its other stuff, the 2 days of nausea and the like too. be back in maybe a 1/2
hour.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Yeah, me too! I think we are under some serious attack! :(
Am sending as much love & healing to you as I can muster NiP!
Hope we all get to feeling better!!! :)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3923404
Norway
12/29/2011 10:37 PM
Yes, the energies are very strange tonight, anyone know why? I have an uneasy feeling, not like
me at all, just feels weird 'out there.'
Ozark
User ID: 1145827
United States
12/29/2011 11:31 PM
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There were multiple solar flares today and incoming cme's.
Lot's of heavy pressure feeling of the body, ear pressure and pitch changes. Solar storm I
gather...wind picked up here pretty strong too.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/29/2011 11:45 PM
I've found this useful for healing:
[link to tomkenyon.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1445041
Canada
12/29/2011 11:52 PM
I am going to lie down a bit, I am in serious pain, the energies are very strange. I do not feel good,
its not just the pain, its other stuff, the 2 days of nausea and the like too. be back in maybe a 1/2
hour.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Yeah, me too! I think we are under some serious attack! :(
Am sending as much love & healing to you as I can muster NiP!
Hope we all get to feeling better!!! :)
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Where is stasis...damn it? CM get your butt in gear.
Kori
User ID: 6295566
United States
12/30/2011 12:17 AM
...

Thanks again for the answer. Just to clarify..
We can choose to stay here on earth even if it means the earth explodes?
And question about the earth Venus and mercury. Will mercury and Venus move into the sun and
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earth replace venus' current position and this is why your are attempting to take ppl aboard ships?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

NO. ALL LIFE, Plants too must be put into stasis. Why would the planets move into the sun? I
have said here repeatedly that some people are moving to VENUS, which is IN earth's orbit,
opposite us, and has been terraformed to accept man. We are taking people aboard craft because
NO LIFE WILL LIVE thru the changes. It must be in stasis, OR removed to safety.
The earth cannot handle the current population anyway. Its the sorting time and most are moving.
How else can you move except by craft? Please avail yourself of the material in this thread. I am
not going to keep repeating myself.:peace on earth:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But can I chose to not go into stasis and die? Can I choose to not board craft?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4430651

If you dont mind can you explain why you want to do that.
Quoting: Andyjax

When men have allowed to be pushed off their land it has never led to anything good. Free will is
another answer.
I've been told differently. I've been told to hold fast to Gaia through everything. She has held on to
us. Have faith that she will take us to where we are supposed to be. Like Jung said homo
maximus. Even if I die, I will not be taken from her if I can fight it.
The elders have told me it.
firmament
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/30/2011 12:37 AM

you say 1 billion will remain.. 6 billion will die?
or how many will die.. get on spaceships, etc?
what does the average, well-meaning, trying to 'ascend' and do their best type of person do?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393
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I haven't said anybody would die, could you please put in YOUR EFFORT and READ some of this
thread? 1 Billion people return to this planet, and its will more than 6 billion that are MOVING.
Including all the folks in the earth astral realms who are NOT incarnate right now. Big time thugs
will be looking at the COURTS of Nebadon and Orvonton though.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i tried but there was a lot of stuff that just doesnt register to be honest, channelings and what not,
stuff i didnt get. so this stasis, what page is it described on? just point me in the right direction and
ill read. where are the ships gonna be, how do i get on? im not really afraid to die i guess but its
always good to know if there are alternatives.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5781393

Hello AC,
if you give me some time i will help you out so you can make a start. Just come back here later.

GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

Hello again AC 5781393,
Andyjax already posted the piece from the UB, I was looking for to give you a better
understanding. You find it on page 22 on this thread.

GOD BLESS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7716699
Canada
12/30/2011 12:59 AM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
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say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/30/2011 02:06 AM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

No, she has no such responsibility, to prove this any more than it can be proven. Or at all; read
the disclaimer on this site. She does not owe you this. You are wrong.
And similarly, she is not entitled to expect you to take her seriously. That's up to you.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/30/2011 02:15 AM
Goodday Candace, all your threads are wonderful. Glad to be of service as best as i can and I
have to thank my guides or my higherself for helping me find that part of the UB. I thought it was
going to take a long time but it seems I have help in finding things. Still trying within to find out
Who I AM even tho i know in my heart I AM a Creation of our Universal Father and one of his
Creator Sons, even tho I am being distracted.
Quoting: Andyjax
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Maybe it's folks like this, like all of us, who are being given extra time, moreso than the criminals.
They have more time as a result, not that they deserve it particularly imho.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

BINGO
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

very uplifting to read and hear these words.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/30/2011 02:20 AM
I've found this useful for healing:
[link to tomkenyon.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

i listened to this and its a bit difficult to do because i hear a constant 440 htz. sometimes it
changes in pitch and intensity but constant, as of a few months ago, 440 htz. i used a tone
generator to find the frequency. But i will try it.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/30/2011 02:23 AM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
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Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Here's my 2 cents, Has God the need to validate his existence?
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/30/2011 02:27 AM
I am going to lie down a bit, I am in serious pain, the energies are very strange. I do not feel good,
its not just the pain, its other stuff, the 2 days of nausea and the like too. be back in maybe a 1/2
hour.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Yeah, me too! I think we are under some serious attack! :(
Am sending as much love & healing to you as I can muster NiP!
Hope we all get to feeling better!!! :)
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

Where is stasis...damn it? CM get your butt in gear.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1445041

You should be throwing that statement back at yourself.
Andyjax
User ID: 1529868
United States
12/30/2011 02:30 AM
Sorry Candace for not providing the the link. i downloaded the pdf so i can find he info as fast as i
could. I copy and pasted straight from the pdf. i posted the link on page 22 and here it is again.
[link to www.urantia.org]
Last Edited by Andyjax on 12/30/2011 02:36 AM
firmament
User ID: 5374773
Germany
12/30/2011 02:42 AM
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Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Hi AC,
Although I know NiP can speak for herself, I would like to share with you my opinion on this
subject.
Quote: “When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with
such conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any
integrity, you have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and
follow what you say.”
The reason has always been given: To get to know thyself, to get to know “GOD”.
No one has to believe anything, her teaching is not about believing, her teaching is about making
people aware of whom and what they really are. Hoping many will start their own journey towards
“GOD” towards the Truth which is hidden under tons of lies & misinformation.
Quote: “Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or
respectable well-known source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.”
The validation needs to be done by you and you only, the source is clear to NiP as it is clear to
myself and many others, for it to be clear to you; you would have to start your journey. It's been
said a thousand times: the choice is all ours.
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Peace and GOD BLESS
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
12/30/2011 10:06 AM

Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

Hi AC,
Although I know NiP can speak for herself, I would like to share with you my opinion on this
subject.
Quote: “When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with
such conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any
integrity, you have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and
follow what you say.”
The reason has always been given: To get to know thyself, to get to know “GOD”.
No one has to believe anything, her teaching is not about believing, her teaching is about making
people aware of whom and what they really are. Hoping many will start their own journey towards
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“GOD” towards the Truth which is hidden under tons of lies & misinformation.
Quote: “Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or
respectable well-known source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.”
The validation needs to be done by you and you only, the source is clear to NiP as it is clear to
myself and many others, for it to be clear to you; you would have to start your journey. It's been
said a thousand times: the choice is all ours.

Peace and GOD BLESS
Quoting: firmament

During prayer and meditation time this morning I was reminded of something that happened to me
quite a few years ago. I was on the way home from a shopping day in Houston, had to be home
before the children got out of school, and the traffic was TERRIBLE on the interstate. I took an exit
that I thought would give me a short cut but instead it gave me a dead end and a turn around
under the interstate going back in the opposite direction. As I saw what had happened, I
exclaimed...Ohhhhhh, Lord................It was not a curse, it was a plea for help from
Jesus............Next instant I, and the car I was in, was M A N Y miles down the interstate going in
the correct direction. What is put upon my heart this morning is that if Christ Michael could do that
for me then, when I didn't even know his formal name yet, getting me AND a Station Wagon
moved in the twinkling of an eye, getting individuals to craft will not be difficult from HIS
perspective! Hope this encourages you today and brings a smile to your face! Also I always
wonder what the people in the car behind me thought or if they even "saw" what happened...

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5523154
United States
12/30/2011 10:33 AM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
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Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699
dee
User ID: 5523154
United States
12/30/2011 10:39 AM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

The proof you seek is not in the outer world, it is in the inner world which is within yourself. You
must do the work within. Connecting with your higher self and CM Aton. It is not about believing it
is about KNOWING! This knowing is your truth and comes when you have a connection with
divine guidance within. It is so easy to ask others for proof or to do the work, when we each have
to do it ourselves. NIP is a teacher and very knowledgeable in all she speaks about. Blessings to
her in light and love!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 10:39 AM
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Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5523154

USE your MIND to validate them. God cannot be validated by a 3rd party source. Some of the
teaching given you ones also rejected, like the Urantia Book and the Phoenix Journals. How much
3rd party do you want? You want others to do your thinking and validation FOR YOU?
Apparently so, for that is the nature of man of this world. heaven forbid he think for
himself.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7960205
United States
12/30/2011 10:42 AM
We doing is or not?
Last night was strange btw. Felt the silver chord under tension
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
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United States
12/30/2011 10:52 AM

We doing is or not?
Last night was strange btw. Felt the silver chord under tension
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7960205

there was surely a LOT of tension last night, many felt it, I had to take a break because of it.
thankyou for your comment.
Etini
User ID: 1418925
Haiti
12/30/2011 05:03 PM
Yea and I just made a squash soup, do you want me to prove I even had a squash to make it
with? Thanks for the logic given, my telling people that if my life is fictional to them, I can make
their lives fictional to me too and they just don't get this. I think I just made that argument in the
rattling cage thread, so much posting tonight, I am not sure where I just made it, but the other
person claimed it was not a defense or proof. MY life is completely real. There is nothing fictional
about it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You don't understand. When one claims they have made soup, it is of little consequence, and in
most cases, nobody cares.
When you start claiming the things you are claiming on such a grand, cosmic scale with such
conviction, and want to be taken seriously, you have a responsibility. If you have any integrity, you
have the responsibility to provide the reasons why people should believe you and follow what you
say.
At this point, unfortunately, nip, you are a storyteller, nothing more.
Once you find a way to validate your claims, be it via an impartial third party, or respectable wellknown source, then you might start getting taken more seriously on here.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7716699

No, she has no such responsibility, to prove this any more than it can be proven. Or at all; read
the disclaimer on this site. She does not owe you this. You are wrong.
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And similarly, she is not entitled to expect you to take her seriously. That's up to you.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

I think that you all get her wrong and get everything wrong in the same path. We mortal always
think that we are the only ones on Earth and to be exact we can do whatever we need or want to
any of our brother / sister. But we never thake the time to think and to realize that WE ARE NOT
ALONE AND IF WE ARE ALONE , THE ONE WE CALL GOD DOESN'T EXIST FOR WE are the
worst thing that can happen to Earth. Instead of trying to be intelligent, ponder the fact and
wonder this: Who are we really? Where do we come from? and for what purposes? What is the
next step?
I know that every animal in that realm has a planet of his own including us who believe that we
own the earth. Tsk, tsk..!! Just try to be more intelligent and stop the crap about her. Try to know
yourself and you will see how out of line you can be.
it is not a matter of what she thinks but of what you think you know and believe in that counts.
Tomorrow will tell.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3920462
Norway
12/30/2011 09:10 PM
If the beings Candace and her telepaths talk to really are advanced beings (and not simply astral
entities having a game with them), then there will indeed be stasis tomorrow. Higher-dimensional
beings can see further ahead than we on the ground can: if there were to be a delay, they would
have told her by now.
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/30/2011 09:24 PM

If the beings Candace and her telepaths talk to really are advanced beings (and not simply astral
entities having a game with them), then there will indeed be stasis tomorrow. Higher-dimensional
beings can see further ahead than we on the ground can: if there were to be a delay, they would
have told her by now.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3920462
You don't understand: The "Future" is NEVER written in stone!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7953408
Australia
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12/30/2011 09:44 PM
You don't understand: The "Future" is NEVER written in stone!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

A.K.A an excuse when another prediction/prophecy/channeling fails. Maybe people should just
stop putting out fear based messages projected from personal egos, and simply provide guidance
and advice on how to live more in love and peace with the world around us,on THIS planet, were
we were born and MEANT to be. I am all, I am nothing.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 09:44 PM
Wait so is Super Galactic Super Friends Super Fun time happening or should I just keep waiting
another 10 years like before...
Heard this all before 1,000's of times nothing will happen.
I do however believe this material can be used to awaken people.
The morning everyone felt all that energy I woke from the dead of sleep at 3 am and never fell
back asleep again.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1534196
Canada
12/30/2011 09:48 PM
Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
ObeWayneKenobe
User ID: 1330622
United States
12/30/2011 09:50 PM

You don't understand: The "Future" is NEVER written in stone!
Quoting: ObeWayneKenobe

A.K.A an excuse when another prediction/prophecy/channeling fails. Maybe people should just
stop putting out fear based messages projected from personal egos, and simply provide guidance
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and advice on how to live more in love and peace with the world around us,on THIS planet, were
we were born and MEANT to be. I am all, I am nothing.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7953408
If you were about to step in a mud whole, would you not want your friend to point it out to you?
The future may not be written in stone, but the "mud whole" is still there!
From my perspective, stasis WILL occur........it's just a matter of when!
But even THAT can be "changed" my friend......although it is NOT likely that it will!!! Imho
Last Edited by ObeWayneKenobe on 12/30/2011 09:52 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 09:57 PM

Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196

I have not been informed differently.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:27 PM
Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 10:30 PM

Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread.
I answered it I am sure more than once,
and a few days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:33 PM
Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196
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I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 10:41 PM
...

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:41 PM
Isn't tonight to tomorrow night the last night before Stasis to occur. I thought it was to happen
before the end of 2011?

-- AH- Candace GLP # 24-5 -- page. 95

Cheers!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1534196

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So it will happen before new year?
And I could sleep through it? How will I know its happened?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:43 PM
...

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
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12/30/2011 10:44 PM
...

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So it will happen before new year?
And I could sleep through it? How will I know its happened?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

Trust me this isn't some wake up the next day nothings changed from what she/others have said
for years is world changing event beyond the scope of just normal imagination think bigger then
you've ever dreamed and you'll meet it half way.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 10:45 PM
...

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193
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Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 10:45 PM
Gah my spellings going down the crapper tonight.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:50 PM
...

yes I was after a laymans terms something I could inform a tramp in the street
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

what do u mean I will be gone? and all this is happening in the next day?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
12/30/2011 10:54 PM
...

All of humanity will be put into a sleep and after earth has been transformed will wake to the true
nature of humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373
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true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

what do u mean I will be gone? and all this is happening in the next day?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

As I like to clarify when making statements in RL I'll use it here.
As "I" understand it those of a certain destiny vibration will maintain existence on this planet/plane
after the stasis. The entire thing will take and she's said it somewhere but just for continuity lets
say 100 years or days or whatever the stasis will last longer than a day but those put in it will after
all sorts of "Super Galactic Super Friends" help during that time and a family reunion of cosmic
proportions.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 10:57 PM
...

true nature being what? spirit?
and the elite will be gone?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

what do u mean I will be gone? and all this is happening in the next day?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

As I like to clarify when making statements in RL I'll use it here.
As "I" understand it those of a certain destiny vibration will maintain existence on this planet/plane
after the stasis. The entire thing will take and she's said it somewhere but just for continuity lets
say 100 years or days or whatever the stasis will last longer than a day but those put in it will after
all sorts of "Super Galactic Super Friends" help during that time and a family reunion of cosmic
proportions.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

That doesnt make any sense my friend, although I do appreciate you answering me as OP seems
to be ignoring my questions.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:00 PM

...

I have not been informed differently.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So it will happen before new year?
And I could sleep through it? How will I know its happened?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

quite hopefully by the new year, the energies are gradually changing. You won't know it's
happened until you are awakened aboard craft. We have to do the evacuation under stasis,
otherwise many will not go and perish. It is simply the pausing of life energy, it will stand still. If
you were on this planet in 1992, you were in a short stasis then when the planet entered the
photon belt. Man was not prepared for that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/30/2011 11:01 PM
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...

Hell as its being reported you will probably be gone this a complete transformation of the entire
macro structure of earth as you know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

what do u mean I will be gone? and all this is happening in the next day?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

As I like to clarify when making statements in RL I'll use it here.
As "I" understand it those of a certain destiny vibration will maintain existence on this planet/plane
after the stasis. The entire thing will take and she's said it somewhere but just for continuity lets
say 100 years or days or whatever the stasis will last longer than a day but those put in it will after
all sorts of "Super Galactic Super Friends" help during that time and a family reunion of cosmic
proportions.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2955373

That doesnt make any sense my friend, although I do appreciate you answering me as OP seems
to be ignoring my questions.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

OP had to take a shower. I took a longer one than usual. I am back.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7665193
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 11:10 PM
...

can someone put in laymans terms what "stasis" is please?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

you will please spend some time on the thread. I answered it I am sure more than once, and a few
days ago. use the blue arrow to work back thru my posts.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So it will happen before new year?
And I could sleep through it? How will I know its happened?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7665193

quite hopefully by the new year, the energies are gradually changing. You won't know it's
happened until you are awakened aboard craft. We have to do the evacuation under stasis,
otherwise many will not go and perish. It is simply the pausing of life energy, it will stand still. If
you were on this planet in 1992, you were in a short stasis then when the planet entered the
photon belt. Man was not prepared for that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

and who gets left behind? evil people or people who arent "vibrating" correctly?and if there are
people left behind what kind of world will they be left in?
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